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Editoq’s Note
When Dr. Ford asked me if I would like to be the editor of
■ Colours, I thought it sounded like a relatively simple job: just ask for
submissions, pick the best ones, and type them up. I had no idea how
many hours, frazzled nerves, and late nights it would require. I didn't
realize that getting submissions is like pulling teeth, that typing a single
story can take an entire evening, that computers find great pleasure in
gobbling up all of my hard work, or that four back-up disks can fail
simultaneously the night before my deadline.
1 had planned on doing this entire project on my own, so 1 was
surprised at how many other people (willingly or otherwise) became
involved. I would like to show my appreciation for all of these people■ without them, my job would have been infinitely harder, if not impos
sible. So, my warmest thanks to the following: the contributors, for
sharing their works with all of us; Dr. Ford, for prodding the more
reluctant writers to hand over their masterpieces; Patrick Hardyman, my
fleet-fingered typist and fantastic overall helper; Peggy Stebbins, for
introducing me to the wonders of PageMaker; Brian Cameron, for
demonstrating the further wonders of PageMaker and providing free
T advice (I’m still thinking about the 'u'~maybe next year); and Kelly
Ferkovich, my general consultant, who knows the stress-relieving value
of a 2 a.m. bataka bat jousting match.
_,
Well, was it worth it? Definitely. I am very impressed with the
1
literary talent and creativity possessed by Carroll students, and am
pleased to offer you this collection of their works. I hope that you will
■ enjoy reading the foilwing pages as much as I have.
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Incense
by Donna Benjamin

The wind was so cold that night, and the moon—
Partially hidden behind a curtain
Of indigo and black—kept its silence
Watching while the bonfire burned, like incense.
They watched each other, separated
By the fire and flames which consumed
The dried debris and twisted slowly
Home to the silent sky. Softly,

She breached the distance, and took
His hand with hers. Neither spoke.
She sang softly to the stars, while
He lay his head in her lap. Waiting till
The fire lost its rage and burned
To ash, she sung, and held his head.
When her voice had cracked, the fire
Had long ago died, and morning, without care,
Had brushed the stars away—they lay together
Cradled within one another
Atop the ashes of a cold, forgotten bonfire.
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Untitled
by KregKayler

A sickness overwhelmed the neglected barriers
and filmed everything in a sooty effluvium
A hand did not seem much to regard
until a simple finger missed the cracking role-call
It has such patience
sucking power
a predatory carrion-feeding
waiting, coiled
waiting for die meltdown
for the venue, ground zero

Only the victims made the noise
of their incised souls
It just went on
relentless, silent
unrecognized
and left a distracted, tattered
connection.
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Thundering Silence
by Kellie Patrick

Time soars on thundering wings,
in a relentless flight of passing dreams,
an infinite quest toward yet-to-be;
the destination of its silent journey.
Dawn pursues in golden splendor,
heralding the passage of night into day.
Their ancient race marks each brief instance
as a mockery of man's swift existence.
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Nestled in Grizzly Gulch
by Janice Kuczynskt

The breeze wafted over the meadow,
Gently bending the grass and flowers
Like waves rolling in on die tide.
There is a mixture of smells—
Sweet, spicy, and earthy. The cabin
Is relaxed, leaning against the heel
Of a mountain. Eating a heel
Of bread, 1 watch the meadow
Ripple, standing in front of the cabin.
My hands are powdered with flour
from making homemade goodies. The smell
Inside is a yeasty warmth and Tide.

I wipe my hands on the apron tied
To my waist. Thinking, I rock on my heels,
Humming a tune. In the air is die smell
Of autumn. I know die meadow
Will soon wither and die. The flowers
Are starting to shrivel already. CabinFever will set in with winter. The cabin
Is small, I'll feel tied
Down in the end. (I better stock more flour.)
I walk back inside with my dog at my heels;
His claws click a beat. On the meadow,
An elk grazes, his nose up. He smells

Around, snorts and paws. What does he smell?
I close the door softly entering die cabin,
Not wanting to disturb him in the meadow.
(There should be enough grass to tide
The animals over for the winter.) "Heel,"
I command my dog Blue. I sprinkle flour
E

Over the table, jiggling the flowers
In the vase, causing a soft smell
Of lilacs. I punch the dough with the heel
Of my hand, gazing out the window of the cabin.
I twist the dough in a knot, hoping I tied
It tight enough. Out over the meadow,
The wind flattens the flowers toward the cabin.
The smells of earth, spice, yeast, and Tide
Flow over the meadow. I munch another bread heel.
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Untitled
by Tina Bruun

Throughout the darkness,
I heard a cry,
wild and free,

full of
relief and triumph.
My thoughts turned to dust,
fear ravaged my soul,
for I knew that cry,
my heart
abhorred it.

The shock and terror struck me solid
bringing waves of nausea,
which sent me to my knees.

It was corrupt, that sound,
showering all in its
path with evil.
Many times I have heard this tone,
cracking along the
green canopy,
each tremendous
tone vibrating the leaves which
shook
and fell in retaliation.

For ttre howl was one of
insatiable hunger
now
being satisfied.
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Deadman
by Douglas Tooke

deadman is inside
he won't go away
dare me
ask me about friends
ask me how i'll do it
he lurks
he feeds
he bums
he leaves me all alone

alone
lost
trembling
crying
dying
he wins.
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Through a Child’s Eyes
by Joanne Pennington

Beneath a pile of papers,
Behind a barricade of books,
My mom is kept a prisoner.
For hours each day she looks

Through books without any pictures,
And papers with lines of words.
I can't understand what keeps her
Staring at them so long and hard.
Sometimes I just wait and watch her
Wondering when she'll be done;
Hoping that me and my sisters
Will no longer play alone.

I wish for once she'd quit
To notice how 1 try
To be quiet as I sit
And quiet when I cry.
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(Slashed Wri&ts

with

Bacon

by Mike Gamble

suicide at the breakfast table
would you like your slashed wrists with bacon?
please don't die in your eggs my dear
though I know your heart's been achin'

clean up the blood before you go
and be sure to brush your teeth
when you're gone we'll remember you
with a card, some ashes, or a wreath
your brother's riding his bicycle
and your father's playing chess
when you're through bleeding on the rug
I'll have to clean up the mess
last week you said you were very sad
and you're still quite down I see
I'm still too busy to talk right now.
but perhaps we'll chat at tea
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The Loveqs
by Erin Rand

*
Her skin is still rosy from the shower;
her towel is a turban to cover
her wet hair. She pads to the window.
Her fingers begin to dance
upon the sill, and she turns to
face me, eyes crackling with fire.

I stare at her, and leap when die fire
in the stove pops, shooting out a shower
of sparks. It is just the two
of us in this lonely house, under a cover
of snow. I remember when our laughter danced
through the rooms, tinkling at the windows.

Gut now all is silent, and the windows
sadly reflect the glow of the fire.
We used to dash outside to shriek and dance
in the lazy drops of summer rain showers,
then hide, chins dripping, beneath the cover
of the sprawling oak. Does she remember too?

She has forgotten me now, and continues to
drum her fingers. Peering through the dark window,
her breath warms the glass and covers
it with mist. We are not warmed by the cheerful fire;
we do not notice the chilly showers
of snow which dizzily, gracefully dance
with joy. We no longer dance
through life. We have neglected to
practice the subtle steps; neglected to shower
ourselves with love. She leaves the window
dreamily, drifts unconsciously to the fire.
My sudden tears surprise me; I cover
18
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my face with my hands. Her fingers cover
mine and pull them away. I see her eyes dance,
then overflow. The soft light of the fire
catches sparkling drops as they cling to
her lashes. For one moment, die shuttered window
between us is flung open—we bask in a shower

of warmth. Then she covers her face with protective arms, refusing to
enter the reawakening dance. She retreats to the window,
turns her back to the fire, and contemplates the snow showers.
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Spring
by Janice Kuczynskt

As the snow drips from the budding young trees,
The grass, the flowers, the big bumble bees

All awaken to catch the spring's sun rays—
The warmth helps to lengthen the first green hay.
The lady birds fly, scoping for small twigs,
While the males (primped and puffed) dance a jig.
He attracts a lady and a new nest,
Hoping with her eggs, to pass on the best.

This wonderful sight is reborn year to year,
While my man (sigh) yells (belch), "Get me a beer!"
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History
by Joanne Pennington

"Lovers forget your love and list to the love of these.
She is a window flower and he a winter breeze."
-Robert Frost

Within the haze of the dingy bar
We dreamed. Half-smoked cigarettes fell
From the ashtray reflecting the hours
We've wasted. The conversation idled
But my mind suddenly flooded with words
I knew I wouldn't say. It was late.
We swallowed our last drink, gathered
Our change from the bar and quietly left.

I climbed into your truck, noticing
Only a beer can being kicked
across the lot by the wind. Studying
Its emptiness, its tolerance, I related.

It reminded me of lost moments
When I sat by your side in silence—
With so much to say—just lamenting
How our lives have too much distance.

Even now as we drift down the road
We end our night in such different
Ways. You have your visions of solitude,
While mine are of love and commitment.
When you walk me to the door I realize
The only thing we have in common is goodbye.
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FRIDAY:

17

by Julianne Brienza

Fatman sweating
The squeaking of tennis shoes.
It's empty in here.

I'm so sick of waiting

trying
seeing
being
thinking
-thinkingI'm lost in this emptiness
It's crazy here in this place
It's hard to see me there

Fatman breathing
heavy beneath his chest.
I see his lips move
with each breath intake
the rhythm of it all...
Why does it make me sick?
I'm alone in the middle of his soul
He is gone.
I try to remember his face...
but it is gone... FOREVER-?
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Dangling earrings
through her ears
She smiles in delight
It's me... isn't it—in
there in the mirror?
Fatman with glasses
lips pierced out
unshaven face
HEAVY breathing.

I see her smile
her teeth are bright
almost as bright as
her dangling earrings
tangled in her hair
It's become a maze.
It's time to cut her
mane.
Fatman
He sits next to me
I try to move away
Gut I stay to stare.
Perhaps he'll leave.

I smile - they smile back
my emptiness subsides.
Fatman
leaned back in his chair
his leg is shaking
his tie is tight around
his neck.
His throat is cleared.
20 more minutes left.

My eyes look for more than there is
I want more than he can offer me.
My leg is shaking like the fatman.
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My body is tired
but it craves for loud music
My mouth opens for a yawn...
exhale.

Wonder if he'll show
my heart points to no.
Why-OH-why do I care as much as I do?
Fatman
Sweaty hands
wanting to touch me
I shrivel back
Crawl away
He follows, but changes.
He becomes an ant on steroids.
He's not here
nor will he ever retumThat's the way of
the Fat Sneaker Man.
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Pipe Dpeams
by Erin Rand

He is a cliche—tall, dark, and handsome
with a boyish smile, an easy air of
sophisticated grace, eyebrows borrowed from
Spock. And his voice? Sweet as a congested dove
rasping in the spring. How I wish he could know
my thoughts. Passionate, late night meetings
flit through my mind: we discuss Sting and Rousseau
till his desk is no longer separating
us. His paper clips and battered Garfield
coffee mug (now forgotten) clatter
to the floor. Soon he will see I'm not a child
and forget that he's my professor.

Then, or course, he'll leave his kids, divorce his wife,
and confess his blazing lust for me. Yeah, right.
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(Second Class Citizen
(After a poem by J. Lagier)

by Annette Mills

we laughed
(it was the only emotion allowed)
calling it latent portagee syndrome
the compulsive addiction
that triggered your spending
week after week
using layers of brand-new western clothes
with snaps of pearls and stiff
perfectly unfaded denim jeans
and two hundred a pair cowboy boots
that matched the price of a silver belly stetson
the image was formed
and rigidly worn
to hide the shabby shame
of growing up foreign and farm poor
being bom tenth to dairy farm parents
in a milker's shack
growing up in the stench of holsteins
in the shadow of older siblings
all dark eyed with dark skin
using bank books to balance
your cheated childhood
your oppression reaching out to oppress others
that scrawny portagee kid
who still squirms uneasily around
behind the perfectly clad cowboy
who raises beef cows
that do not stink
scared that someday this
rancher masquerade
will crack down the middle and fell away
letting a squatty portagee dairy wife
26
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with a beating broom in black
wearing a drunken leer
climb through and expose
you with one booted foot planted
on the slippery stirrup
of near rancher club status
the other nailed
back there on ellis island
stuck in quarantine
as crowded as a pen of stinking dairy cows
and waiting official permission
to change the 'z' to an 's'
and be let off the boat
to escape to the far end of the new old world
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(Set

the

Fruit Free!

(After a poem by Edward Harkness)

Untitled
by KregKayler

by Donna Benjamin

The man in the recreation room is screaming
For the fruit to be set free.
How his mind moves, dreaming
Of green, juicy apples (not red)
And oranges branded for death with—"Drink me."
The man in the recreation room is screaming

And twirling in circles, while
Paper snowflakes fall into his tea.
His mind moves, dreaming
Of the White Rabbit and green apples, playing cards
Under a fuschia tree.
The man in the recreation room is screaming.
Delusions of enslaved fruit
Fill his demented mind, like a violent sea.
How his mind moves, dreaming

Of Alice and her captured fruit—
Running, running—after the Rabbit and tea.
The man in the recreation room is screaming;
How unhappy he is, just dreaming.
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Hey Mister!
Hey! Hey!
Mister, you dropped your
sustenance before my eyes.
Was i meant to see this,
your greedy secrets
your secret life
your miscreant deceptions
your vapid conclusions
Mister, your lunch
is being smashed underfoot
Don't you care
It seems you see your
hunger as futile
a glutton gutted of desire
But Mister,
ain'tcha afraid of withering away
You need necessary indulgence
sensual lies of dormant evil

Hunger
to devour in deception

Mister, they selling Love
in die comer cafe
squirming atrocities
breaded and deep-fat cauterized
the grease antagonizing your innards
The coffee is bitter from tears
And Mister, people pay good money
for these tenuous morsels of deception
Maybe you should step in and get something to go
And in time, regain appetite
digestive lies beginning to flow.
29

Conan in the Kitchen
by Joanne Pennington

I wish I owned a dinosaur.
I'd store him in the basement, or
I'd build a pen in my backyard.
I guess that wouldn't be too hard.

I'd name him Conan cause he's so huge.
He'd be bright pink with turquoise tatoos
Of all the people he once ate, like boys
Who annoyed him by making too much noise.

Gut when I own him I'll make him nice.
He won't snack on people, only Chinese rice
With lots of shrimp. I'll tell him that he has
A lot to make up for from his past.
I'll be sure to give him long lists of chores.
I'll make certain that he holds die doors
For all the ladies when we go to town,
Although he'll probably whine and mope around.
I'll teach him how to cook frozen lasagna
Or maybe even a seafood pesto pasta.
He'll look pretty funny in my frilly apron
Covered with iron-ons of the Jetsons.

Gut he'll have to leam a great deal,
Not only how to cook a decent meal.
He'll leam to be patient, gentle, and kind.
Gy then eating noisy boys will no longer be his past-time.

30
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Untitled
by Annette Mills

"Sarah!" The authoritative shout sliced through the stillness of
the warm, moonlit night like a sudden clap of thunder.
"Sarah Covington!" The voice boomed again. The night was no
longer still in Groverglen as several local dogs replied in earnest. They
resounded in a cacophony of, "Yip-yip-yap, bark-bark-bark, arw-wo-wowo!"
"Saaaraaah!" The voice roared in an attempt to be heard over
the increasing din of yelping dogs.
Mrs. Covington stood rigid and militant on her dimly lit, sag
ging front porch with tightly fisted hands fixed firmly on broad hips.
Her increasing irritation mounted with each tap of her restless foot. Mrs.
Covington wore a navy, knee-length skirt and a fuzzy orange sweater
even the Salvation Army would have rejected. Her canvas sneakers
were dirty white and her cable-stitch socks a brilliant red. She was
attired as usual, mismatched and perse-lipped. She expelled her breath
heavily. It sounded more like a hiss than a sigh. She grumbled, "That
irresponsible girl is going to get it!" She marched back into the old
wooden house. Just as the dogs were quieting down, Mrs. Covington
slammed her front door shut and canine chaos reigned again.
Ten-year-old Sarah Covington hid, wide eyed and silent in Mrs.
Hunter's dense fortification of lilac bushes. Mrs. Hunter lived across the
street from Sarah's house. She had a huge rambling yard canvassed by
weeping willows and brimming with untamed wildflowers, overgrown
lilacs and a shaggy lawn the townsfolk called, 'Old Lady Hunter's Cow
Pasture.' Many a young boy had fled this yard in fear having offered
grounds keeping services to the old eccentric. In her rough, raspy voice
she spewed curses at anyone disrespectful enough to suggest she needed
help. "It's my goddamned yard. You pissants stay out of it!" Mrs.
Hunter watered her yard faithfully, but neither trimmed, weeded, nor
mowed it. And she kept herself watered faithfully as well, with Coors.
"A six pack a day," she would drawl, "makes your breath bad enough to
keep the doctors away."
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friend, too. That evening the two companions had been deep in colorful
conversation. Mrs. Hunter was well into her daily six pack by the setting
of the sun. She recounted fabulous tales of her adventurous childhood
as the daughter of a widower blacksmith. She was well known as an
expert horsewoman, a knowledgeable scout, and a competent competi
tor who could spit further than most men. By the time she was twentytwo, Mrs. Hunter was employed as a lineman for the telegraph company
and she spent most of her summers in the sole fellowship of her horse.
She claimed that her horse had been her one true love and never found a
man equal to her cherished steed. "That is why I never married," Mrs.
Hunter explained.
Sarah smiled dreamily at the image of the free spirit she fancied
Mrs. Hunter to have been. Suddenly, she frowned and asked, "But if
you were never married, why do you call yourself 'Mrs.' Hunter?"
Mrs. Hunter gulped a swig of beer and replied, "Because it
sounds goddamned proper. Just cause I ain't married don't mean I ain't
proper!" She nodded for emphasis and then belched.
That was when the bellowing and barking began. Sarah has
tened out the door as Mrs. Hunter waved, downing the last of her beer.
Sarah crouched in the dense darkness of Mrs. Hunter's shadowy yard
and intently scrutinized her mother's mood. Sarah rocked back and
forth on her heels as she glumly realized she was going to get it. Her
little body jerked as the front door slammed. She reflected on Mrs.
Hunter's life as a lone woman courageously defiant in a man's world.
Sarah inhaled deeply, willing herself to connect with that courage. Her
spine was erect, her head held high when she entered through the side
door of her house. She halted abruptly when she found herself face to
face with her mother. Mrs. Covington reeked with anger as strongly as
Mrs. Hunter had reeked of beer. Sarah's courage deflated into nothing
more than a fleeting fancy.
"Where have you been?" Mrs. Covington snarled through
clenched teeth.
Sarah flinched. She hated that question; she hated its invasion
into her private world of freedom and safety.
"I dunno," Sarah mumbled, staring at her mother's ugly sneak
ers.
"I do not know," Mrs. Covington corrected. "Enunciate your
words. You are the daughter of a school teacher, act like one, speak like
one."
"Yes Ma'am."
Satisfied she was in control, Mrs. Covington folded her arms
across her ample, orange clad bosom. "Now then," she began, puffing
34

up like an arrogant hen, "You know I consider it highly irresponsible of
you to leave this house before your lessons have passed my approval."
"Yes Ma'am, but you were asleep on tire couch," Sarah de
fended.
Mrs. Covington scowled. "Do not talk back to me. You will stay
in this house until I am prepared to evaluate your lessons. Do you
understand?"
"Yes," she lied. Any chance to escape, Sarah knew she would
risk it. There was a world out there, a world beyond lessons and lec
tures, a world where freedom was as real as the warmth of the sun.
After mother and daughter reviewed Sarah's lessons, Mrs.
Covington smiled cold and haughtily. "You are so much smarter than
those ninnies at school. If you study hard enough you may be able to
follow in my own accomplished footsteps as a teacher." Then, noting
Sarah's lack of enthusiasm, she added, "Or you could aspire to be
nothing."
There was a long silence broken when Sarah hesitantly asked,
"Mother, may I go to school?"
Mrs. Covington glared disapprovingly at Sarah. "You are lucky
your mother is a teacher. You do not need to go to school."
"You said when I was smarter..."
"Nq, no, no!" Then regaining her stem composer Mrs.
Covington added, "You are much smarter now, but those school chil
dren are so undisciplined and unruly. They would wrongly influence
you."
Determined, Sarah continued, "When Sam was my age, he got to
go to school."
"Your brother is a boy. Your father felt his son needed to be
active in sports." Mrs. Covington rolled her eyes in exasperation as if
her explanation should have been obvious.
"There is girls’ basketball," Sarah ventured.
"Oh for heaven's sake, enough! God did not intend for girls to
be physically expended." With resignation, Mrs. Covington added,
"You had better go to bed now. In tire morning, before lessons, you will
haul and stack firewood in the basement."
Sarah was twelve years old when she finally entered Groverglen
Elementary. It was a small school with less than eighty students span
ning kindergarten through eighth grade. Sarah was accepted into the
seventh grade although her mother had vehemently argued that her
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Mrs. Hunter was not only Sarah's neighbor, but her
daughter was much more exceptional academically. Actually Mrs.
Covington had been doing a lot of arguing in vain. Sarah's parents had
fitfully been at each other's throats since she had convinced her fattier to
allow her to go to school. Mr. Covington was a contractor by trade and
built homes all over the western states. When Sam had graduated, he
joined their father as an apprentice. The men of the house were scarcely
seen, but they were proud of their important work that kept them away.
While in a generous mood Mr. Covington promised his daughter
anything her heart desired. "After all," he had boasted, "I am a wealthy
man."
Sarah simply stated, "I want to go to school." Then the war
between the Covington parents was on. It waged for two weeks with
Mr. Covington shouting, persuading, and finally promising a new house
for Mrs. Covington. Sarah debuted at Groverglen Elementary the same
day Mr. Covington poured the concrete foundation for the new family
house.
Sarah was elated yet terrified. Her only friends in Groverglen
had been the old-timers others had forgotten to even notice. Besides
Mrs. Hunter there was Miss Johanson, Mr. and Mrs. Lange, and Henry.
To Sarah, they were heroes. Mrs. Hunter represented freedom through
nonconformity. Miss Johanson had been the first female justice of the
peace in the whole state. To Sarah, she symbolized the power, dignity,
and perseverance of a strong woman. Mr. and Mrs. Lange were eternal
sweethearts. After their children were raised, she collected stray cats
and he, interesting rocks. They complimented each other and their
happy relationship illustrated to Sarah, love and loyalty. Henry was
poor, his home a lonely shack above a creek, but he claimed to be the
wealthiest man alive. He Ashed with a rod he made himself and was
grateful to know nature as a personal friend. He taught Sarah to be
appreciative of the simple pleasures in life. Sarah aspired to these
attributes of her old time heroes. They accepted her and her dreams of
achieving something more adventurous than becoming a dreaded school
teacher.
Sarah was not so readily accepted by her new peers. On her first
day of school Sarah shyly approached a group of girls her age clustered
at the front step. A tall, lanky girl with shoulder length hair of glossy,
chestnut curls dominated the group. They were chattering and giggling
as Sarah tried to pass through with her plain blue notebook clutched
nervously to her chest. Her fear made her feel light headed, but she was
determined to be friendly. Her throat constricted as she stammered,
"Hello." It sounded like a squeak.
36

For an agonizing moment there was stillness and silence.
Sarah's face flushed. Then the tall girl with the pretty curls mockingly
returned die greeting with an obviously embellished squeak. Gales of
laughter erupted from the group and Sarah was mortified. She thought
she might cry until a small, round faced girl with a long, black braid
stepped up to Sarah and said, "Hi. My name is Gail. Don't mind Becky.
She's just a real kidder."
"I'm Sarah."
"Who? Sarah Mouse?" Becky laughed hardest at her own joke.
Sarah started to feel provoked by Becky's so-called kidding.
"No. It's Sarah Covington."
This time there was slack-jaw silence. All the girls stared
incredulously at Sarah. Instantly she knew her mistake. Her mother did
not exactly posses an endearing personality. Mrs. Covington was not
fond of her students and the feeling must have been mutual. Sarah
could not possibly keep her identity a secret. Sarah wanted school. She
had goals and dreams. Neither these sniggering girls nor her tyrannical
mother would sway Sarah from her convictions. She would escape to
the real world someday. She would be smart, adventuresome, and oh,
so independent. Sarah squared her shoulders and walked through the
gathering.
Becky sneered, "I didn't know Mrs. Crummington had a
mouse!"
Everyone laughed. Sarah continued up the stairs, but abruptly
stopped when one of the girls asked, "Why haven't you been in school?
Where have you been?"
Sarah spun around and fervently warned, "That's none of your
business!"
"Where have you been? In a mouse cage?" Becky knew she had
struck a nerve and was enjoying the taunting.
"I know! I know!" Shouted a short, plump freckle faced girl. "1
bet Mrs. Crummington's kept her locked in the basement all her life."
The girls then began to chant, "Where have you been? Where
have you been?"
Sarah had always despised that probing demand. Somehow she
feared her spirit would be exposed from hiding and she felt a desperate
need to protect herself. She defiantly told herself it did not matter if she
was not accepted.
For die rest of her school years, even high school, Sarah kept to
herself. During those difficult years, Sarah's friendships with her old
timers deepened. When Henry took ill one winter, Sarah walked
through the snow to bring him cans of chicken noodle soup and good
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cheer. Henry called her his "angel." Sarah cared for Mrs. Lange's cats
when die couple toured die West, rock hounding with a group called
"Fossils in Search of "Fossils". Miss Johanson advised Sarah as to
potential career goals over afternoon tea. And Mrs. Hunter continued to
foster Sarah's imagination.
Mr. Covington completed building Mrs. Covington's house the
same month Sarah graduated from high school. As her mother trium
phantly moved into her new dwelling, she and Sarah argued frequently
over plans for college. Sarah had been accepted to a state college ninety
miles away, but Mrs. Covington refused to let her daughter live on
campus.
"It's ridiculous to commute that far, Mother."
"Nonsense. My car is gas economical and dependable. And you
will need my advice, if you are ever to be a proper school teacher."
Sarah gritted her teeth, "I do not want to be a school teacher."
Mrs. Covington's eyes narrowed and glittered. "You may teach
science or math or even kindergarten, but you will be a teacher."
"I don't have to be a teacher!" Sarah shouted.
Mrs. Covington smiled cruelly. "And I do not have to pay your
college tuition."
Sarah fled from her mother's new house feeling angry and
powerless. She drifted aimlessly until she reached the house she had
grown up in. The door was unlocked so Sarah crept in. All was silent
and barren; the rooms were empty. Sarah felt empty, too. She wandered
from room to room and ended up in her mother's now vacant bedroom.
A small cardboard box lay on die floor. Curious, Sarah picked it up and
removed the lid. Inside were Sarah's birth certificate, a tiny pair of baby
shoes, and a delicate pink bonnet. She wondered why this box had been
so carelessly cast aside. She remembered her father once teasing her that
she should feel grateful to have been bom second. If Sarah had traded
birth order with her brother, Sam, her father would have left her at the
hospital—for a man must have a son. But her father always left; he was
never there for Sarah. Even bom second, she was still bom unimportant,
a girl. Sarah hugged her box. She felt utterly abandoned now.
It was at times like this that Sarah drew upon her strength of self
and dared to believe in the stories of her beloved old timers. Mrs.
Hunter rode off as a young girl with only a wool blanket, a rifle, and a
can of Prince Albert. Miss Johanson waited tables at a boisterous tavern
until she saved up enough money and courage to be one of the first
women to go to a state college. Mr. and Mrs. Lange had nothing when
they met and together they built a life to be envied. Henry never did
have anything more valuable than his fishing rod, yet he was content.
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Sarah had her own hopes and dreams and the values passed down to her
from her older friends. If she did not seek her adventure now, she
would never have a life of her own. It was not hard to leave. She said
good-bye to her old timers, hitch-hiked out of Groverglen and never
looked back.
As the British Airliner touched down Sarah turned in her first
class seat to the white haired lady beside her and said, "I've enjoyed our
chat." Sarah smiled at her as the elderly lady squeezed Sarah's hand in
friendly gesture. It moved Sarah and tugged at her heart. It had been
nearly ten years since she had hastily departed from Groverglen. She
often drought of Mrs. Hunter and the others. She did not regret leaving
or staying away so long, but she was yearning to see her old timers once
more. She now had her own wonderful adventures to share.
Sarah had worked for a time at a truck stop in northern Arizona
where she met many fascinating people. She eventually enrolled in a
community college in Santa Barbara. She met a cute diving instructor
who greatly influenced her life. Sarah had met her true love: deep sea
diving. She hunted for abalone and urchin and even learned to weld
underwater. She now worked internationally and every new job was an
exciting adventure. She had just flown in from a job on an oil rig off the
coast of Scotland and was on her way back to the California coast.
Sarah no longer feared her mother or longed for her father's
love. She was a confident and happy person, whole unto herself. She
had grown beyond the confines of her birth family. She now wanted to
go back and thank the one true family she had always had. Sarah
decided to visit Groverglen at last.
It was a shock for Sarah to see how much a little town could
change in ten years. Mrs. Hunter's yard had actually been domesticated.
This saddened Sarah for she knew Mrs. Hunter would not have ap
proved. "Over my goddamned body," she would have griped. Next,
Sarah stopped at Miss Johanson's house to discover it had been con
verted into a fashionable cappuccino shop. Sarah pulled up to the
Lange's two story white house and all seemed the same. A young man
was mowing the lawn and was probably one of the Lange grandsons she
had always heard so much about. Sarah sighed with relief and got out of
her car.
"Hi!" Sarah called out. The mower stopped and the young man
waved. "Are your grandparents home," she asked, hopefully.
He shook his head. "No. Grandma took ill last winter. She died
in her sleep. Grandpop died a month later. He couldn't stand to be
parted from her."
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A lump formed in Sarah's throat. "I know," she whispered, "1
know." With tears in her eyes she turned and walked away.
The young man called out to her, "You're Sarah, aren't you? My
grandparents always talked about you. Said you were a special kid."
Sarah was not listening. She was determined to find Henry
fishing. She could not even find a trace of his old_shack. He was now
complete with nature, as he had been in life. Sarah found all her old
friends buried on die hill above town in the Groverglen cemetery. She
collapsed by the Lange's beautifully marked plot; one simple headstone
shared by two. Sarah sobbed, wracked by grief and guilt.
Sarah was startled as an arm enveloped her shoulders reassur
ingly. "Shh. It's okay; ifs okay." The Lange's grandson was kneeling
beside Sarah.
"I feel so bad," she sobbed. "I never returned to thank them or
share with them the life they helped me to create for myself."
"It's all right," he said simply.
"But they shared so much with me. They inspired me and gave
me courage and hope."
"Grandpop said you kind of had it rough as a kid."
"Nd. Not really. Not with them in my life. They gave me so
much. Now I can never return the favor." Sarah looked heavenward
with tears streaming down her face. "I'm so sorry," she softly cried.
"Look at me." The young man carefully held Sarah's stricken
face in his large, comforting hands. When she gazed directly into his
gentle eyes she relaxed. "Understand this," he began, "My grandparents
and other so-called 'old-timers' in this town enriched your life. They
gave you wings and believed you could fly. They wanted you to leave
the nest. Their lives were already enriched. You were just caring
enough to notice and strive for it yourself. Now it's your him to touch
the lives of other people who need that lesson."
Sarah's tears stopped. She understood. "Have you ever thought
about being a teacher," he asked, grinning mischievously.
Sarah stood up and glared, "No." "How about having an iced
cappuccino with me?" he asked. "I don't know. I've only indulged in
tea at that house." "Okay, iced tea, then!"
Sarah studied his face. His eyes were tender and twinkling, the
same green as Mr. Lange's. And his smile was as warm and sincere as
Mrs. Lange's had always been. "All right," she said, "But I'm buying."
"Ooh. I like an independent woman," he said with a smile.
Together they walked away in companionable silence. Life in
Groverglen had come full circle. They would continue to carry on foe
rich legacy of foe old timers.
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by Tina Bruun

Wil stepped over the line of decaying corpses as he made his
way over the uneven cobblestone steps to the path he had recently
become so familiar with. The death all around him was not affecting
him as it was others. He wasn't disgusted with it; it was another part of
life, something to leam from. It was what had released him into another
world, a world in which he could create words that bring indescribable
beauty.
When the proclamation about banning all public gathering
during the plague had been issued, Wil thought all his work, his liveli
hood, would be lost. But now he knew this had happened for a reason.
A new blood flowed through his veins, he felt a vigor that had been
missing in the past years. A light shone in his work. He was writing
better than ever before. He had always been a man possessed by work,
but lately even he had crossed the boundaries. His work was like fire.
This proclamation gave him time to spend learning about his writings.
Time to understand what he was writing about. For 1593 and 1594
would be the greatest of all years.
Unnoticed by the few who traveled outside of their homes, he
quickly crossed the muddy streets until he came to the one that drew
him as if it was water, and he was a man dying of thirst. Because of the
proclamation he could move about freely without the hindrance of those
who knew him. He was not afraid of the plague, it would not touch him.
People had become hermits in their houses, fearing the death that came
with the plague. He, himself, was not afraid for he knew there was more
in life for him than he had yet experienceed. His fame would come; he
was beginning to understand how it was coming.
Reaching the window which had begun to weather long ago, he
ever so slightly raised up on his toes to peer through the crack between
the faded, yellow curtains. Wil eagerly searched the room for the couple
he had come so far to observe. He had watched them every time they
had arrived for their secret meetings together. Their passion for each
other had been what had attracted him to their window. In his wander
ings of the streets he had glimpsed their quickened steps in a time when
everyone was afraid and walked slowly; fearful of what lurked behind
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each comer. This small bit of unusual behavior was what led him to
follow them that fateful morning.
Wil remembered the rustle of her silken garment as she moved
quickly through the streets shortly followed by the quick pace of a man's
well-worn black boots. Out of curiosity he had followed the pair who
thought they had covered their tracks so well. As he peeped through the
old broken down window he saw a woman of standing with a man she
should never have met.
Their illegal meetings so intrigued him, he began stopping by
every morning to see their passion come together. He became a man of
shadows. Where once he had stood in the light, he now was peeking
through windows into scenes which he was never meant to witness.
This new passion consumed him. He wrote, trying to convey
everything he was seeing. His writing took on a new dimension, his
plays finally expressed the emotions of humanity. He no longer used the
images of impossible concepts but took his time turning feeling into a
language of poetry. With his sonnets underway and the start of three
wonderful plays he could not stop himself from watching them. They
were the reason he was creating a masterpiece instead of the quick work
he had done before.
Wil now watched them as he had often done in past days. How
they would hurry to their meeting place to be together for precious
hours before rushing off to where they had to be. In time he came to
know the lovers' names and families. They were of different classes.
There was no chance for them to be together. Their sorrow of what
could not be and their passion for each other made them the nourish
ment of Wil. He needed to feel as they felt, to be with them along their
journey.
Straining to see through the small crack in die curtains he almost
lost his balance and gave himself away. Luckily the couple had not
noticed the scuffling that was coming from beyond their window. They
were only interested in each other. Time was of the essence, a very
precious commodity to them both.
The only thing Wil wished he could do was hear their voices,
listen to the love they shared. But this could never be because they
spoke in the hushed tones of lovers and never opened a window. He
couldn't blame them for they were hiding as he was hiding. They hid
because their actions were not appropriate to their stations in life; they
were not of the same class. There was no future before them.
Wil turned to leave before die lovers had finished and had the
opportunity to catch him. He walked slowly thinking of all he had seen.
How they were so wrapped up in each other that nothing would break
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their connection to each other. Maybe tomorrow he would get there
before them and open a window; he needed to know what they said to
each other. He needed to hear their passion expressed in words so he
could convey the fullness of their love in his new play. He was using
them, yes, but no more than he had used others along the way to get
what he could for his writings.
"Good morrow, lord. What bringest thou into the death filled
streets, at this hour?" a guard asked Wil, shaking him out of his
thoughts.
"Is the day so young that a man cannot walk and collect his
thoughts?" Wil said brusquely as the guard had interrupted his train of
thought, making him angry. He thought all the guards would by now
recognize him and not bother him. His standing should count for
something.
The guard did finally recognize him, hastily he made his apol
ogy and moved on. Master Wil was not one to tarry with. It was best to
leave him alone. He was one of the Queen's loyal subjects. Also, he was
thought to have a tough of something; not the fever, but something to do
with the creative genius inside of him. Such creativity had to come from
foul means.
At his workroom he was a madman hurriedly trying to convey
on paper all the emotion he had witnessed that morning. He worked to
transmit how each moment was precious and spent to its fullest, when
another may not be forthcoming. By nightfall he felt he had completed
the task he had set for himself but he had yet to find an entire ending
that would go along with the speed and energy of the play. So he
decided to keep watch for another anon until the ending came to him.
He might be able to still learn something from his lovers.
So again in the morning he stood on his toes to look into the
small room the lovers would enter. Shaking with his good fortune, he
believed today would be the day. Wil had come early and opened the
window a crack. He hoped he would hear how they expressed their love
to each other. Waiting for them was almost unbearable, so great was his
need to finally hear them, and complete the play he was working on.
The door cracked open and the young woman rushed in, check
ing her surroundings as she entered to make sure no one had been here
since her absence. She then sat on the bed waiting for her lover to come
as he was always a distance behind her.
He entered the small room more hurriedly. Rushing over to be
in her arms, they held each other close for a while. Just then a large,
bristly rodent with teeth the size of spikes bit into Wil's shoe. He could
not help falling from the peeping hole of the window and crying out.
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Wil was not afraid of the black death but having this rat bite him was
courting disaster.
Fearful they had heard him, Wil darted down die way and hid
from view behind a broken down door. The couple emerged from their
haven only seconds later, with fearful looks on their faces. Stealing a kiss
they parted quickly, rushing back from whence they had come. The lady
in her haste, taking the same path Wil had just gorte, tripped on the
uneven cobblestones and fell hard. As she was picking herself up she
was also bitten through her delicate slippers by that monstrous rodent.
This time the rat's teeth met flesh. She cried as she stumbled on her way,
not used to events common people have in their everyday lives.

A week had gone by and the lovers still had not returned to their
place. Wil knew because he had been there waiting for them, watching
the entire time. He had gotten over his anger at the rodent who had cost
him the chance of hearing them speak to each other. He was a patient
man. The opportunity would come again. It had to. He needed an end
to his masterpiece.
As twilight was closing upon the day, Wil had given up for the
day and was about to head for his workroom when he saw her. The
woman. She was pale. Deathly pale. Her steps were not hurried as they
had been the other times. They were slow, determined and tread heavily
upon tfie ground. Her dress was now slack where it had once been tight.
When she entered the small room, Wil could see her sweating
profusely. The fever was upon her. Her time was limited. She lay down
on the bed and waited. Wil wondered if her lover knew what had
befallen her. For the first time in all these years he felt guilty of what he
had done. He had ruined his chances at hearing them speak and com
pleting his masterpiece.
It was then the dying woman finally spoke, "My Romere,
journey fast to our love nest so that my final hours be with thee." Her
decaying body soon ceased to move and Wil felt the silence.
Romere showed up hours later. His sorrow was shown on his
face when he pulled his decaying lover into his arms. "I will lie with
thee to-night. I must first make a sale whose present is death." He runs
out of his small room that has meant the world to him, but now will be
his tomb.
It was not an hour and he was back again with a drink in his
hand. "Here's to my love, my Jewel!" he drank the drugs. "O true
apothecary! Thy drugs are quick. Thus with a kiss I die." He kissed his
love for the last time. Ending his life on top of hers.
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Wil had his ending. He left to finish his masterpiece. There was
nothing left to learn for his writings in this place any longer.
Wil shook as the wind whipped around the Globe Theater. This
play would be one of his best. He could feel it in his heart. It would be
so real no one would need to know what had been done to create this
great piece of work. His fame was on the way. He stood staring as if lost
in thought.
Close beside Wil were two peasants deep in conversation. "The
intentions of our great Queen, I doubt," quietly said a peasant on the
street to another.
"The fair creature needs to leam the aspects of a good Kingship,"
said tire other as they quickly went past Wil.
Wil began to think to himself, "I could do such a thing. I could
teach Queen Elizabeth to know the aspects of a good Kingship. I would
have to observe the Queen, then will I be able to show her the error of
her ways in my next masterpiece."
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Earl
by Jack Gregg
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For Earl Weston, time began in 1903. From each point in time he
cared not to examine what happened in the past His needs from his
parents were limited to the physical comforts they provided. Food,
clothing, a place to sleep at the end of a long day roaming the mountains
and forests around Stump Town. It's called Whitefish now, but to Earl it
was always Stump Town.
He attended school as ordered by his father. He even stuck it
out to high school graduation, die first of his family to accomplish that
feat. His father was proud of that diploma.
"Earl," he would say, "will go far because he has that educa
tion." An imaginative boast from a socialist immigrant from Wales. Few
in Whitefish, or the old country, dreamed of a life different than their
own for their children. And Earl's father was a socialist true and blue.
Meeting with his fellow railroaders in one of the few establishments that
allowed socialists to congregate was one of life's few pleasures. Here
they could argue, and plot, and argue some more, and drink some more,
and... life could only be better.
To Earl's father, life was work. Splitting logs to fashion ties was
hard and dangerous. Few of the gang had all of their fingers. Most
suffered breathing complications caused by the fumes of creosote (ties
had to last), smoke (everyone smoked), and sawdust (it was every
where). But when the Great Northern, or the "goat" as they referred to
their employer, wanted more, the gang had little choice but to produce
more. The unions would only work to improve conditions for the
engineers, brakemen, and conductors. Track gangs and the clerks were
still fighting to be recognized, and the battle was uphill.
Earl's father had dreams for Earl. With that diploma Earl could
do something else. What? Who knew. But it had to be better than
making ties. So, fresh with a white piece of paper, Earl tackled life.
He began by logging. There were plenty of trees. The forests of
northwest Montana had an abundance of those, and the mills were
buying as many as could be cut. The World War had ended and
America was beginning to flex its might. Lumber was one of die com
modities that was needed to fuel expansion, and Earl had no trouble
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finding crews to work with. The winters were hard, snow was always in
the way, making difficult work harder, and dragging toe felled tree free
to be loaded on gargantuan sleighs, the most difficult of all. Coming
down toe mountain became even harder work. The men stopped at toe
top of down slopes and moved the team of horses to the rear, as if to
drag the logs back to their stumps, using the team as a brake to keep toe
tons of logs from dragging the team and drivers to injury and possible
death.
Once Earl almost lost life or limb when a sleigh broke free and
coursed down a slope, snapping off trees, plowing through snow, until it
reached the bottom and shuddered to a stop. Earl loved toe thrill of this
part of a logger's job, to ride on top of a mountain of logs, applying toe
brakes of toe sleigh. Two simple levers, one on each side, each with a
man to apply drag to assist in turning and hopefully halting the sleigh
when toe load had reached its destination. Earl was always one of those
men.
During his twenty-first year Earl met Helen. She was a young
teacher from Detroit, in her first year at Central School. They married
after her first year was completed, and Earl's father approved. His son
had married a teacher. She would show him the way to use an educa
tion. No more falling trees, no more risking his life to fill someone else's
larder.
When they married, Helen lost toe room provided her. Now
they needed a place of their own. And Earl declared it wasn't going to
be with his father in the next room. But toe wages paid loggers, espe
cially those who were young and inexperienced, could not support two.
And what if Helen became pregnant? Then they would lose her earn
ings. That left few choices for Earl. Leave Stump Town and go back
with Helen to Detroit and work in a factory, or work for toe goat. Earl
chose the goat.
He hired on as a switchman, jumping off moving cars in the
yard to shunt this car here, that car there. Then coming back and getting
this car from here and that car from there to assemble another train.
Maybe this one would head west to Spokane, and another east to Detroit,
or Chicago. The goat went that far east.
As a new hire Earl was low man in seniority. Thus he worked
the extra board—one of those who didn't have a regular shift, but was
hired by the goat to answer the call when the goat needed him. Climb
ing out of bed, or interrupting supper to answer the call at any hour of
the day or night. Helen never knew when she arrived home after a day
in toe classroom with 30 or 35 first, second, and third graders if Earl
would be home. If he was working, fine. But sometimes Earl would be
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at the Pastime, playing cards, drinking, whiling time away. Helen
disapproved of this, not because she was a teetotaller, but because
money was hard to earn. She spent long hours after her day at school,
cleaning, washing laundry, preparing the next day's meals, and then
grading papers. When did she have time, or money, to relax? Her mind
rebelled, and sometimes she told Earl.
In the third year of their marriage John was bom, on July 19,
1928. Earl's fattier was proud. His first grandson. The Weston family
name would carry on. By now Earl's father was resigned to his son's
fate. A railroader, but at least he was in the union. That was better than
cleaning cars, as he did now. The goat had built its line, and making ties
had become the work of machines at the mill near Somers. They didn't
want men who knew how to split a log square with a maul and steel.
Took too much time. He had badgered the goat for a job, and they had
finally obliged. Cleaning... boxcars.
Since John was bom in July, Helen did not have to miss, school.
Life continued as it had. Earl moved slowly up the seniority list, getting
more calls, spending more time at the yard shoving cars down this
siding to that siding, and eventually retrieving them to head west to
Portland or Seattle and east to St. Paul or Chicago.
Then it happened. Earl had just turned thirty. He was called at
530 that morning. Of course the wake up call came at 4:00; the goat
didn't want you to be late. It was late winter. Not cold, but not warm
either. Snow was falling. Not much, but enough that the path was
covered. Earl swept the stoop before he left. Helen would be leaving to
take John to his mother's before long, at least by 7:00. And he strode off
to the yard.
The morning progressed as usual. The yard crew was assem
bling a freight to head east at 1:03 that afternoon. Three steams were
burning in the yard, loading coal and water to take them to Havre, the
first leg. The first trick, railroadese for the morning shift, came on at
8:00, prepared to sell tickets, take orders, drink coffee with the third
trick. To repeat the efforts of the men who worked at night, just different
trains, manned with different men, headed to the same destinations.
It seemed to Earl that the yard was getting colder. Ice was
forming on some of the ladder rungs. But his hands were warm; the
goat gave good gloves to those who worked outside. Sheepskin. Good
work on this pair. His fingers fit. Too bad he had to turn them in at the
end of the day; he could use this pair at home. The last pair he had
borrowed had finally worn through the palm from splitting firewood.
The house they rented had a coal furnace, and a wood cook stove. The
Bakers were pretty good people. The houses they rented came complete.
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Earl felt his left foot give, sliding off the rung. His heart jumped
to his throat and he couldn't grasp. His brain screamed. Grab it, grab it.
Earl woke in the Whitefish Memorial Hospital. He felt fine. The
back of his head was a little sore. If only he hadn't been looking at those
gloves. He looked around the room. A white curtain hung to his left,
and a wall with no window was on his right. Ahead of him was an open
door. Maybe someone out there could tell him what was going on. He
needed to talk to Helen. She had to know where he was. He began to sit
up. Excruciating pain from his left leg slammed him prone.
Earl woke the second time. Same white curtain on his left.
Helen was at his right. She moved her head back and forth, her teeth
biting her lower lip. Earl watched her movements with his eyes. Her
eyes fell on his legs, then to his eyes, and back to his legs. Earl tilted his
head to look at his feet. He only had one. His left foot was gone.
Earl woke for the third time. Helen was gone. The white curtain
was gone. His left foot was gone.
"Hello, Mr. Weston." Earl looked to the foot of the bed. A
young man wearing glasses and a white coat was speaking to him.
"How do you feel?"
The goat paid for tickets to Spokane for Helen and Earl. They
didn't have to, since technically Earl was no longer an employee of the
Great Northern. He was on workmen's insurance. They paid the
hospital, not the goat. They would pay for a false leg, not the goat. But
Earl was a good worker. The goat wanted to know if Earl would work
in the yard office. They would find something for him to do.

Earl and Helen left Spokane in the summer. Earl was learning to
care for his leg, andhow to pad the false one. The doctors had cut
another two and one half inches off his leg. The wheels of the car had
crushed the bones, not cut them. The doctors told Earl to watch for
redness, watch for sores, watch for chaffing from the straps. Helen
listened more carefully than Earl.
Back home, Helen would clean the stump each morning before
school, and again at the end of the day. John was in first grade. This
was the first time since he had been bom that he saw his mother during
the winter day. Earl could not go back to the goat. He didn't need them
to find something for him to do. The yard office was relieved. Times
were tough; someone else would have lost their job for Earl to be there.
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The depression brought a new urgency to the nation. The
president invented programs to create work. The Civilian Conservation
Corps found boys and young men in Montana who needed work. Earl
found a job keeping track of the boys. The CCC put Earl and the boys to
work clearing trees for a landing strip between Lion Mountain and the
lake. That didn't take much to finish. Next the CCC expanded its plans.
Earl and the boys were to build a golf course. The runway would be
crossed by the fairways of five holes. The other four would be cleared by
Earl and his boys.
Earl had never seen a golf course before. The CCC had plans to
build another in Polson, and another in Kalispell. Earl and the boys
would be busy. He started traveling between Whitefish and Missoula,
the location of the closest golf course. Soon he was interested in more
than building golf courses. He began playing.
Golfing became a passion. Earl never lacked for a foursome. His
left hand stance and swing were self-taught, as few in the country play
on the left, and Earl's amputated left leg restricted the amount of weight
and turning he could withstand. But he persevered, learning how far to
turn, how much to lean, how much his body could heal.
The country pulled itself out of depression. The CCC was
disbanded and the courses in Polson and Kalispell were built by others.
Earl bought a bar in Ronan. Helen and John stayed in Whitefish. She
was an institution for first graders, and he drove up every few days,
stayed overnight until the next afternoon and then went back to Ronan.
John graduated from Montana State College in the spring of
1950. John's granddad saw him do that. Earl watched also.
John's graddad was so proud. The first male in the family to
graduate from college. He once looked at John and said, "That boy's
going to go far with his education." Earl looked over to his father, who
was seated next to him at the supper table.
"I think my leg went all the way to Chicago."
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Maple Leaf Blues
by Douglas Tooke

Does the itching to overpower swell in your veins? Has ninetyfive years been a long enough wait since we raped and pillaged another
culture? The answer is yes. The time has come again for America to
spread its wings and expand for lack of anything better to do. What am I
referring to, you might ask. Well, I'm talking about the all-out annex
ation of Canada. Admit it America, die red maple leaf has been taunting
you since the beginning of its time. Whether it was the Mounties, or the
political leaders, or that sweet Canadian whisky, you have always had a
deep and hidden hate for their kind. The time for a new destruction is at
hand.
Canada encompasses over 3,849,670 square miles of land, only
27% of which is inhabited by humans. Your eyes may see tundra and
cold, useless terrain, but my eyes see a new frontier. America is suffer
ing overpopulation and problems with immigration, but none of this
affects Canada. We must move our people north and take advantage of
all die beautiful natural resources that could be exploited and turned
into money for the flawless and honest American government. In 1991
Canada was an estimated 27,296,869 citizens. With a number this minute
in comparison to the amount of stars in the Universe, I figure that it will
be a simple process to uproot all of the locals from their homes and place
them on reservations, which we will later take away after three-fourths
of their population dies off from political skirmishes, disease, etc.
The question of why I have chosen the word "annex" rather than
"attack" in my plan to take over Canada may have risen in your mind.
The answer is simple. Canada's military is a puny 120,000 active sol
diers. This number is not nearly enough for a successful attack in which
we would get a chance to test all of our strategic weapons. Thus, I have
chosen to annex Canada, in which case we just sort of move in really
politely. Of course, the Canadian government may have some difficulty
with this idea at first, but soon they will realize the error of their ways
and allow us to take over for the utilitarian reasons which I will explain.
Canada's gross domestic product or GDP in 1991 was $20,800
per person; that is $200 more than the United States' $20,600. When we
make our move into the New America, also known as The Empire Solely
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Controlled by Doug Tooke, American citizens will be banking more
money per year per person. This fact alone satisfies our love of capital
ism and is reason enough to initiate the annexing process now. Gut,
there is more!
Sixteen percent of Canada's land area can be farmed, and only
five percent is. The United States has shown how we take full advantage
of our farm lands. I would propose that a committee of America's finest
redneck farmers from the great states of Nebraska, Indiana, and Iowa
plan out fire details concerning drat industry and its complete takeover.
But that's not all! Canada's mining industry is priced around thirty-four
billion dollars, and the fishing industry averages a catch of about 1.4
million tons of fish per year. The amount of money that the United
States government could gain from the exploitation of Canada's natural
resources and industries would be countless, and maybe even satisfying.
So, what do you say, Americans? Is it not time that we stretch
our capitalist legs and walk all over another culture? Have we not
waited long enough? Put my words into action, America. The time to
trample the red maple leaf of Canada is now!
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Twist or Fate
by

Brigit Dolan

It had been a beautiful day for a picnic. A warm, soft breeze
gently swished across the meadow sprinkled with wildflowers. The
honeybees and the hornets danced among the flower petals, sucking up
sweet nectar for their nests. The fresh air in the mountains and the
excitement of seeing family put everyone in a good mood. The relatives,
some who hadn't seen each other for over a year, congregated in a
familiar picnic area about forty-five minutes out of town. They caught
up on the news they had missed out on, and they all kept remarking
about how Janie and her younger sister, Aileen, had grown up all of a
sudden into teenagers.
Janie and her sister spent the day roughhousing with their
cousins, playing with their Aunt Gina's dog, and filling up on sweets
and soda. Having consumed all of that junk food, Janie was spared from
eating Aunt Gina's barbeque chicken wings, which always tasted like
they were dipped in barbecue dog food.
Janie's mom normally admonished Janie for her protesting
expressions as Aunt Gina generously piled the chicken wings on Janie's
plate. But today, her mom just shook her head and smiled, "Oh, Gina.
You don't have to waste those chicken wings on Janie. She's filled up on
junk food, so I doubt she'll be able to eat all of those." Janie and her
mom exchanged grins as Janie slid the chicken wings back on the platter,
dropping a few of them past her shorts to the ground, testing to see if
Aunt Gina's dog would eat them. He didn't, which dashed any hopes
that he would lick all the barbecue sauce that had accidentally smeared
down her shorts and legs. Janie went over to their pick-up, reached
through the open window, and grabbed an old rag off the dashboard.
She attempted to wipe off as much sauce as she could, but she was too
impatient to bother getting it all. She threw the rag back through the
window and took off to join her cousins in their kickball game.
After sundown, Janie's parents said their goodbyes, gathered
their cooler, lawn chairs, and blankets together, and filed Janie and
Aileen into the old blue Ford pick-up. Janie and her sister were caked
with charcoal dirt and thistles from playing down by die creek all day
with Aunt Gina's dog.
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It was a comfortable squeeze into the pick-up with the four of
them squashed shoulder to shoulder, knee to knee. Janie's father maneu
vered die old pick-up down the winding washboard dirt roads as the
family bellowed out die words to an old Kenny Rogers tune playing on
the Ford's AM radio. Janie had never felt so safe, so sheltered, snuggled
down between her father and her sister, listening to her mother sing
along with die radio. It was nearly dark and Janie was looking forward
to taking a nice long bath when she got home.
Just then, Janie felt a prickly sensation as she glanced down to
see four or five hornets crawl out form under the seat in search of more
of the sweet barbecue sauce that first attracted them. Her eyes widened
and she froze with terror as she watched them half-walk, half-fly across
her legs in search of their dinner delight. Before anyone else could see
what was happening, Janie flailed her arms and legs in all directions,
smacking her father and her sister. She screamed hysterically as she
tried to scare die hornets off of her legs. The pick-up jerked left, then
sharply to die right, then down the steep bank off the side of the road.
Her father cursed, her mother screamed, and her sister gasped. Janie felt
needle pricks in her upper left thigh as she flew forward. She felt an
intense pain in her forehead. Then everything went black.
Janie awoke to find a doctor leaning over her saying, "I think
she's waking up. I don't think anyone, but God, could tell us how she
made it through that ordeal. I hope He helps her through the next one."
Janie's Aunt Gina and her Uncle John stood off to the side of her
bed, with hesitant and frightened expressions on their faces. Janie felt
nothing but exhaustion, and just wanted to go back to sleep, but she
wanted to see her mother first. "Where's my mom? Could you find my
mom, Aunt Gina?"
"Oh, honey," Gina whispered as she stroked Janie's hair, "Your
mom can't be with you right now." She looked up at the doctor and her
husband for reassurance and continued smoothing out Janie's hair.
"You were in a terrible wreck, remember? The coroner isn't sure how
you survived. Neither are we. The pick-up was crumpled, and you
mom, dad, and Aileen... they didn't make it." Her voice choked on
those last few words.
Janie stared blankly at her Aunt Gina, as if she hadn't heard
what she had said. She looked away nervously, looked back at Aunt
Gina and began to cry, screaming, "No... No! You're lying! Tell me
you're lying!" She buried her head in Aunt Gina's lap and sobbed for
over an hour, until she nearly collapsed from exhaustion.
The doctor came back, checked on Janie, and reassured Gina,
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"She just needs time and a lot of rest. She'll be okay... eventually."

Janie couldn't attend the funeral. She spent a week in a coma
and another in the hospital under observation for her head injury. Her
relatives were unsure if Janie would wake up, so they scheduled the
funeral without her. When Aunt Gina said that she was lucky she
survived, she wasn't kidding. Janie had somehow been in the position
where she didn't dart through the windshield. Probably because she
was nestled so low between her father and her sister. When the pick-up
went down the bank, it hit two trees situated close together, refusing to
budge. The impact of the accident caused them all to eject forward, but
Janie just hit her head on the lower part of the padded dashboard. The
rest of her family flew out the front windshield like projectiles, where
they hit the ground and died instantly of internal injuries and broken
necks.
Janie spoke little to anyone. She didn't know what to say. She
was sure everyone blamed her for what happened. Aunt Gina arranged
for Janie to move in with her and John. She came to the hospital every
day, talking to Janie as if everything was going to be fine.
Doesn't she know that it's all my fault? How can she want anything to
do with me after what I've done? I killed myfamily. Could anyone possibly do
anything worse? How can they ever forgive me, when I can't even forgive
myself?

After Janie moved into Aunt Gina and Uncle John's house, she
slipped into a quiet routine of existence. Guilt plagued her mind con
stantly, and she couldn't possibly relieve her mind of the endless replay
of events leading up to the accident. She constantly created "if only's"
over and over in her mind, trying to recreate her horrifying experience
and produce a new outcome. She seldom spoke to people, unless they
spoke to her first. She had nothing to say to them and she couldn't
imagine that anything they actually felt could be said to her face.
Aunt Gina and Uncle John often asked her to join them when
they went to church or prayed together, but she just shook her head and
went to her room. She felt that she would have to spend the rest of her
life feeling guilty for what she had done. No amount of praying and
church-attending could fix her feelings.

Two months later, school started fall semester. Janie was in the
ninth grade now, summer was over, and her family was gone. Her
friends came to see her after the accident, and they called her to go out
with them, but Janie never joined them. They slowly drifted away,
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afraid of Janie's silence and passivity toward life. Aunt Gina and Uncle
John noticed that Janie had a feeble attitude toward everything, and her
grades weren't as high as they used to be, so Gina and John were con
cerned. Janie's therapist, whom Janie had only seen twice, reminded
Gina that people cope with grief in different ways, and that she should
just be patient with Janie.

Janie's English teacher, Mr. Griffin, also noticed that Janie had
changed since the car accident and die loss of her family. She never
participated in class discussions anymore, and when called on, she just
shook her head slightly and muttered, "I don't know," to his questions.
He knew, from having her in a previous class, that she was an intelligent
student, but she was refraining from expressing her ideas. One day,
before class was over, Mr. Griffin asked Janie to stay after. She stopped
by his desk on her way out the door and he started to tell her about a
* special project. "Janie, there's an elementary education class for emo
tionally disturbed children looking for student aides to help them out for
a few hours a couple of times each week over at Central School. I think
that you might be a good candidate for fids type of position if you think
you would be interested. I could even arrange for you to receive a credit
or two since it would be taking up an hour and a half of your time from
school. You are an exceptionally bright student, so I don't think that the
counselor's office and the vice principal would have any problem
allowing you to do this. What do you think?"
Janie looked surprised. "I don't think that I'm the right person
for this project, Mr. Griffin. I mean, these are kids that have serious
problems. What makes you think that I would be able to help them? "
she asked quietly.
"Well, I think that you are sensitive to what goes on around you
and I feel that the classroom situation as it is now is not enough for you.
I'm wondering if you might be interested in this. There's potential for
some different kinds of learning within this project that most people
would never pick up in a classroom. Do you understand what I'm
saying? I think you have the potential to do a lot more, and you have the
intelligence and the patience to assist the teachers, so why not give it a
shot?"
Janie was hesitant, but she didn't have anything to lose. "Okay,
I'll try it, but I'm not promising that I'll be good at it."
Mr. Griffin helped Janie arrange a schedule to leave school at
130 on Wednesdays and Fridays so that she could go assist at Central
School. She didn't know what exactly was wrong with these children,
but she knew that some were from abusive and neglectful homes, some
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had chemical imbalances leaving them depressed and anxious, and some
had been shuffled from family to family all of their lives. They had little
knowledge of stability.
The children were wonderful. Because Janie liked being around
children, this was an exciting experience. The classroom had strict rules,
but the learning setting was structured differently from a normal class
room. There was much more observational and hands-on learning than
book learning.

For several weeks now, they had been planning a trip to a
wildlife refuge that was only forty miles away. There, they would leam
about different kinds of animals and insects, the environments they live
in, and the foods they consume. Janie was excused form her regular
classes for the whole day on this occasion. When Janie arrived at their
school that morning, all thirty children were bouncing off the walls.
They all had their brown bag lunches and their little backpacks stuffed
with jackets, science books, and pencils. They were lined up in two lines,
one for boys and one for girls, and they followed the teacher out the door
to the yellow school bus out front.
When they arrived at the refuge, die children were excited and
constantly asking questions about what they would see, where they
would go first, and when they would see the buffalo. They were firing
their questions so quickly that Janie couldn't answer them fast enough.
Finally the teacher led them on their way around the wildlife refuge,
while Janie followed close behind.
At noon, they stopped at a small park in the middle to eat their
lunches. Janie was slowly eating her sandwich while the children
jabbered on and on about all the birds, fish, and camels they had seen.
They were anticipating the buffalo. Janie then heard someone cry,
"Janie! Janie! Come here! Look what I caught in my hand! Hurry! It
might try and escape!"
Janie jumped off of the picnic table and rushed over to where a
little girl was kneeling below a tree in the dirt. "What have you got
there?"
The girl opened her hand and in it lay a beautiful orange, red,
yellow, and purple butterfly. Its wings were velvety smooth and per
fectly symmetrical. But the butterfly wasn't moving and the little girl
instantly began to cry. "I killed it. I killed it. Oh Janie, I didn't mean to,
but I did. Teacher said that everything here's for protection so it
wouldn't get killed and I killed the butterfly. I'm so sorry, Janie. I didn't
mean to."
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Janie wasn't sure what to do. She gently lifted the butterfly from
the little girl's hand and placed it on the ground next to the tree. She
embraced the little girl and hugged her as she sobbed. Janie murmured,
"It's okay. It'll be okay. You didn't do it on purpose. Sometimes these
things just happen and there's nothing we can do about them. You were
just looking, and there's nothing wrong with that. You're sorry, and
there's nothing more you can do."
Seeing the distraught little girl upset Janie, and tears silently
streamed down her face as she patted the little girl's hair. It wasn't the
little girl's fault that the butterfly died. It was an accident and sometimes
accidents happen.
The little girl pulled away and asked, "Are you sad because die
butterfly is dead, too?"
Janie smiled and nodded, "Yes, it makes me sad because it
reminds me of a time when I felt responsible for something I had done.
Several months ago, I was in a car accident and my family was lulled.
Some hornets that had crawled onto my legs had scared me and I
became hysterical, causing my dad to lose control of the pick-up. A
thickly padded dashboard prevented me from being killed, but my
family was not as lucky. They didn't survive and until now, I felt
responsible for their deaths. You see, there is nothing I can do to change
what happened. I survived and I can't spend the rest of my life wishing
I had done something different. I also can't regret that I didn't die along
with my family. There comes a time when I have to move on and I'm
beginning to realize that.
"There's nothing you can do to bring the butterfly back to life,
but you can forgive yourself. It's not like you intended to kill it."
The child looked up at Janie with red puffy eyes. She looked
relieved as she stood up, and grabbed Janie's hand. "Come on, let's go
see the buffalo."

*
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Untitled
By

George Gredyk

prologue:
The Year of Our Lord one-thousand-nine-hundred and sixtyseven, in the Province of Bihn Doung, in the Republic of Viet Nam: life
seemed normal; just another way of saying that die human spirit is a
resilient thing. An eighteen-year-old American boy can adapt to near
anything.
The Year of the Goat draws to an end; the Year of die Monkey
nears. It's a Sunday, the eighteenth day of November and it's hot; hot
and humid. Temperatures have hovered near a hundred for the better
part of a week, turning the simple act of breathing into a chore, and the
air is so thick with moisture that clenching a fist might produce tiny
droplets of water. But it's that Asian sun, more than anything else, that
keeps the memories bright.
A war correspondent wrote of the Vietnamese sun that it ’...
would change the way you thought about light forever.' He was right.
The sun in Viet Nam is quite unlike the sun anywhere else. The air
virtually shimmers with its glowing presence. And there's an odd silver
in die Vietnamese sunshine, the likes of which I've not seen since; a
strange luminescent yellow-silver; an essence that invaded everything it
touched. It was everywhere and in everything, and in places unseen.
The things that flew in Viet Nam did so through a vast sea of light, and
the evil things, the things that crept, crawled and slithered, hid vainly
from its penetrating presence. Resplendent! Green palms and brown
muddy waters retained the ineffable brightness well into the dusk. The
air was laden with light in such quantities that you could just reach out
and grab a handful of the silvery-yellow. I remember that sunshine. It
was the one certain thing in our favor. We pretty much owned the day;
the VC owned the night.
The night. The nights in Viet Nam were much like the night
anyplace else: moon, stars, slow drifting white clouds against darkening
skies, a definite cooling of the air. Nights like nights anyplace else, with
one notable exception: the characters you were apt to meet. Some things
are just hard to forget. The night was one.
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Here's the sitrep. 0630 hours. Still low in its arc, the sun shines
heavy and bright. At 0400, a reconnaissance patrol recrossed the wire,
battered, bleeding, beat to hell. Five clicks west of here, at about 0230,
they get into it with some NVA regulars; at least forty of them, they
claim. Nobody suspected NVA in the area, leastof all the recon patrol.
After considering all their options, they decided that splitting was the
most reasonable. The nightly recon patrols out of here are usually small,
five or six guys tops. The odds seldom, if ever, favor them in a firefight.
Besides, their job is finding the bad guys; our job is doing them in.
One guy's dead. From what I hear, he wasn't in that condition
when he recrossed the wire. I don't know his name. I don't ask. I've
been around this place long enough to know better. Some wise-ass
comments that there "... ain't no accountin' for die shit some guys'll
pull to avoid goin' out again." I'm not so sure that he isn't right.
A mission! I loved the sound of theat word; made it sound like
we were deep-scouting Indian country, converting lost souls. Funny
how the slight twist of a word or phrase can change your entire outlook
on things. We have a mission: search and destroy. Can't get any more
self-explanatory than that! Locate the NVA! No problem! We know
where they're at. Send their poor misguided spirits soaring vertical;
plant their little brown bodies horizontal. A simple game! Simple rules!
* No shades of gray here.
The average age of our company hardly exceeds twenty, but in
the numbers that really count, we're eighty strong; seventy-four more
than last night's patrol; forty more than our freshly-found enemy.
Escalation's the name of the game here. They have ten, we send in
twenty. They have forty, we come back with eighty. Once in a while,
the game gets turned around. We cross the triple rolls of concertina wire
that mark the outer perimeter.
Phouc Vinh lies fifty miles north of Saigon, along an old unim
proved dirt road that runs north-south through the flat valley country
between the Be and the Rat rivers. The VC mine the road every night;
every morning we un-mine it. Every night they mine it again. It's a
game, a ritual, a guy thing. We head due west out of Phouc Vinh,
towards the small village of An Linh. An Linh isn't much of a place, a
few hundred resident peasants at best. It sits on the east bank of the Be.
The kids of An Linh are cute, a pathetic kind of cute. They always hit us
up for C's and chocolate-bars. And why not? We suspect that their
daddies are off humping the bush with AK-47's, but what are you going
to do, tell a kid no?
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Our first obstacle is the moon. That's what we call that first
kilometer beyond the wire on the northwest edge of the base. Nothing
grows there. Absolutely nothing! The base engineers spray the place
weekly with defoliants; chlorophyll-sucking chemicals that strangle the
life out of anything green, turning it first brown, then brown and brittle,
and then brown, brittle, dead and gone. Asian tumbleweed! What the
wonder-chemicals don't choke, the engineers plow under. Only dust
grows on the moon. And anything that moves out there is free game.
Overlapping fields of fire from the string of M-60's that overlook die
lunar surface like exploding potatoes: anti-personnel mines, anti-armor
mines, delayed-fuse mines, bouncing-mines that pop up to ball-level
before exploding, mines that click loudly when you tread on them but
don't explode until you tread off, giving you something to think about.
Command detonated claymores sit an inch or so above the surface.
Grenades with pulled pins hide under die claymores. On the moon,
even the mines are mined. Fifty-five gallon drums of foo-gas, wired with
a small charge of C-4, lay scattered like old rusting pick-ups. This is the
one place on earth where you stand a fair chance of getting shot, blownup, and incinerated, all at the same time. Some ingenious individual
planted 'no trespassing' signs all along the northern perimeter. They all
face inward.
Crossing the moon requires a guide. Ours is a young PFC with
enough freckles on his face to play connect-the-dots. His name-tag reads
Underwood, and he has the sullen look of a guy who hasn't slept much.
I wonder if trudging back and forth across these minefields day in and
day out hasn't taken a toll. He doesn't smile. We snake our way across
the barren surface, a quarter-mile-long army of tall green ants. We walk
five or so meters apart, in the prescribed military fashion. Underwood's
the lead ant. He turns around when we're safely through the minefields
and returns through the wire. He passes each of us closely, almost
rubbing shoulders, and I feel an irresistible urge to call him Opie.
Instead, I smile, but he doesn't smile back. He doesn't even look at me. I
suppose he's led thousands of faces across this field and one more isn't
worth noticing. We move along, keeping our distance: five meters, like
the book says. This way, if someone treads on a mine, or some halfcrazed rice farmer launches a rocket, we won't die en masse. It's much
better to die alone.
That image of snaking ants reverberates through my mind as the
sun's early rays touch the nape of my neck, and I think back to my
childhood; to a drab, gray sidewalk, the sidewalk of my parents' home;
my home. A damp, cool river breeze blows from an autumn long past,
and I'm again a boy of seven. It's another November, one not so terribly
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hot. Ship sounds fill die air. A train stops and fifty boxcars slam one
after another in a long succession of crashes. Philly! I sit cross-legged in
pants too big upon the cool, hard concrete, mesmerized by a crawling
column of ants.
Whatever their secret purpose, nothing deters them. Something
* primal in their movement, something almost eternal, catches and holds
my attention. They crawl effortlessly from their tiny cavern, silently
cross the considerable span of two yards, and disappear into another tiny
hole by the leafless oak. I quietly wonder if the ones entering that
second hole don't scurry back via some secret underground ant-tunnel
just to reemerge again from the first. A great circle of ants, my young
mind concludes, perhaps not more than a few hundred total, creating the
illusion that there were thousands, millions. They didn't fool me.
I recall someone—a grown-up on his way to do grown-up
things—flipping a cigarette butt. It lands, by chance, an inch or so to the
* side of die steady, snaking column. Instantly, with no apparent delibera
tion, several ants depart the formation and attack the butt. No tiny antgeneral directs their action; no chubby ant-sergeant barks commands.
They fling their wee bodies onto the burning butt and die in a blistering
blaze. Another wave. It's suicide! Their delicate black bodies sizzle,
pop, and harden, providing a firmer footing for the next wave. Over and
over, they assault the intruder, until the enemy-butt succumbs to time,
and dies of its own accord. The .area's littered with the crisp, charred
corpses of a hundred ants, maybe a thousand. My 'disguising-theirnumbers' theory is completely discredited. The survivors, without
deference to the dead, cart off their useless trophy, and with studied
effort, maneuver it through the distant second hole, although the first
was much closer. I wait a reasonable amount of time, but the dead butt
never reemerges from the first hole, as I suspected it might.
The ants fade from black to gray to translucent. The world turns
slowly green again. Green. I'm in Viet Nam, and God’s standing on the
sideline. He finishes a smoke, then flips the huge smoldering butt beside
our column. It's a Salem. God smokes Salems. Some primal instinct
kicks in and I'm off to the races. Primal instinct attack! sizzle! pop! fry!
die! Kill die damned thing and drag it off! Drag it where? God only
knows! Oh, to be seven again and not worry about such silly shit.
Twenty minutes pass. We cross die open kilometer and enter
the dense green brush. Movement slows to a crawl. The five-meter rule
goes out the window. A man five meters away becomes invisible in the
thick growth. We close ranks, yet still depend more on sound than on
sight. I feel alone; tired; hung over; all three at once, but mostly alone. I
could use a beer and eight hours of uninterrupted sleep.
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I got drunk last night; sloppy drunk. A bunch of us wandered
down to the Bar and tied on a load. The Bar's the base watering hole, a
fifty by thirty canvas tent. The walls are stacked sandbags, and only
come up to chest level. A mesh netting keeps out the flying and biting
things. It's not a bad place, considering the neighborhood. The floor is
dirt; hard packed dirt, and a dozen round wooden tables, each sur
rounded by five or six olive-drab director's chairs complete the arrange
ment. There aren't any ferns hanging inside, yet there's a certain warzone ambiance to the place. An old Rock-Ola provides the entertain
ment, its yellow and red neons a distinct contrast to the otherwise olive
world. Not stools at the bar. Stacked wooden ammo crates serve as a
counter-base, and on top sits the finest piece of solid mahogany I've ever
seen; twenty-five feet of mirror-varnished Asian hardwood, spanning
nearly the entire width of the impromptu building. How it ended up in
this place is anybody's guess. Thievery, no doubt, played some part. No
lie! The Bar has that gen-u-ine tropical look.
Nailed to a support-post on the west end of the Bar, hangs the
following sign.
Single
50 Piastres
25 Piastres
25 Piastres

Darmbui
Matuess
Four Roses Blended Whiskey
FalstaffBeer 16oz.

Bottle
400 Piastres
200 Piastres
250 Piastres
25 Piastres

Booze is plentiful and cheap, and since nobody in Viet Nam uses
real money anyway, in constant demand. As fast as we drink it, the
planes bring in more. A dozen urinals stand outside the swinging screen
door. Convenience, I decide, is a military virtue. The urinals are nothing
more than six-inch steel pipes driven deep into the hard earth. Their
narrow width makes them difficult to hit, even under the best of circum
stances. A few drinks too many and you're aiming at a six-inch moving
target. I conclude that they're strictly symbolic. Everyone in the Bar
carries a loaded weapon. Hell, just about everyone in die country carries
a loaded weapon. Nobody cares that I pack a couple of grenades in my
baggy side-pockets, and I never feel any burning urge to explain. The
house rules are lax.
A small patrol passes straight through the Bar that night. In one
swinging door and out the other. They enter from the east, faces painted
light green and loam, and exit to the west. It's the same patrol that
comes crashing back through that wire at 0400. My glazed eyes follow
through the translucent mesh as they slide silently out of sight. They'll
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cross the moon in about ten minutes. The heavy beat of 'Midnight Hour'
spins soulfully on the Rock-Ola. It's 2000 hours, I'm drunk, stone-colddrunk. I vow to shoot Wilson Pickett in the heart. Everybody thinks this
is just a great idea, but nobody can find him. I eventually get three hours
sleep, although it feels like much less.
My flesh! Thoms! Hard, sharp, brittle thorns! The daydream
evaporates in a series of stings. We're caught in a thorn forest. Prickly
chlorophyll needles rip at my clothing and skin, rip at everybody's
clothing and skin, not deep enough to call off the mission, but enough to
speckle our olive-drab uniforms brick-red-brown with dried blood.
Green fading to red. I look like a seasonal oak; New England in the fall.
The sweat will eventually wash it out. The cuts will heal in a few days.
We tug and rip our way through the wait-a-minute growth. Fifty meters
seems like miles. Some duffess comments that these scraggly filings are
actually members of file rose family. I feel an urge to shove one up his
ass. The VC plant their mines beside these bushes, praying that we'll
carelessly walk around. No one dared, for fear of even nastier things. I
figure that the day's not far off when the VC start planting their mines
inside the bushes. Double jeopardy!
An hour and fifty meters later, file last man exists the tangled
growth, bloodied, bruised, and sweating, but no less for the wear. We
enter the old French rubber plantation that lays mostly to the west of
Phouc Vihn. Rubber trees stretch out in endless rows, their pale-white
bark not unlike an American birch. A bristly-white bush, the texture of
paper mache, covers the ground to about thigh-level. A cloud forest!
Movement is less impeded; less painful. We slide along almost silently,
save the rustling of leaves. By 1000 hours, we near the plantation's
western edge. A sudden movement on the flank! Fifty meters out, the
white brush rustles and shakes. Metal stays on canvas rifle slings slap
against the black hollow bodies of M-16's, a sure sound of bad things to
come. Breathing stills; stops! Fingers wrap gingerly around triggers,
pulling out the slack. A second later, forty meters! Thirty! It's heading
at me. Straight at me! Ethereal vapors displace file heavy air. My entire
body develops a headache. I black out and awake in a world of abbrevi
ated reason. No established criteria here. No time to go over this shit in
my head. God's flipping his Salem. Just do it! My brain's out on the
picture. At ten meters, myfinger squeezes the trigger. All hell breaks
loose. A thousand pieces of steel-jacketed lead fill file air in milli
seconds. Two M-60's spit heavy-duty fire. M-60's on rock-n-roll flicker
like hyper fireflies! I don't hear any of it, just the sound of rustling
bushes. A large wild boar with yellow upswung tusks and an air of
panic crashes through the column. Nobody hits the beast! Several
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rounds chew up the earth, near my feet, kicking up clods of dirt and
dead forest debris. I feel the vibrations through the soles of my boots.
As quickly as it begins, it ends. Still wired, the large duffess who fired
the rounds at my feet, rotates in place. He's blithering something about
VC. Several guys try calming him down. 'Thorazine,' somebody shouts,
’shoot the son of a bitch up with thorazine.’ Thorazine, hell! Whack him
with some morphine! Anything! Just get the rifle out of his hands!
Time and distance pass, and the white world gives way to a dark
one. We're near the site of last night's encounter. The yellow sunshine
can't penetrate the high, green canopy. Filtered trickles of soft light fall
below, creating a world of half-shadows; a world where nothing is in the
eye of the beholder; not beauty; not horror; not anything. A self-con
tained world. If a tree fell in this forest, it would hear itself. All lightness
subsides. All eyes become dim windows of timid souls. Bad things
happened here; bad things might happen again. I want out.
The ground is black, burnt-black, as if a wildfire had raged
through not long ago. A sense of smoke rises slowly from the scorched
and sordid earth. The silence is hollow. Only the clacking of rifle slings
and the reverberating scream of a distant monkey dispels the illusion
that we're walking the floor of a dark, lifeless ocean.
Expended cartridges litter the ground, hundreds of them, some
US, some Soviet. Dozens of empty magazines lay scattered in the dirt.
Branches, tom and twisted, hang as some sort of awful portent. Not a
tree stands with its bark unscathed, the wound of a stray bullet. All
evidence suggests a panic. My mind sees the small, heavily outnum
bered patrol, running frantically, firing blindly over their shoulders as
they dragged the wounded. Sometimes the whole world can fall apart
for no apparent reason. One of those wrong place—wrong time things, I
suppose.
A pale, ashen hand protrudes from the black earth. It's too small
and dainty to be one of ours. The damned thing just stands there, palm
up and open, cold, dead fingers cupped toward the sky, like some
bizarre, alien plant awaiting a strange rain. A Vietnameseflytrap! No
shit! What do they eat? Flies? Ants? Innocence! I imagine that it might
bend its rigid wrist and wave. 'Greetings from the shallow grave, GI, have I
got a storyfor you.' Should I wave back? No, I don't think so, I hardly
know the guy. It is a guy, isn't it? It's hard telling without seeing more.
Yet, the damned aberration stands there, demanding that I do some
thing, but what? A tip? Does it want a tip? Stuff a hundred Pi note in
its peeling palm? Asshole, this is Viet Nam, tips are included! For a
brief moment, I think well of the NVA; they bury their dead, though not
very deep.
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Axiom: somber moods dissipate in direct proportion to the distance
from their source. A sane person can only think crazy in a crazy world. A
kilometer or so out, it's all a dream; something to file for future consider
ation. Little time for contemplation; less for moralizing; even less for
sympathy. We move on.
It's not quite noon. Sporadic gunfire erupts ahead. First, two
quick rounds from a sixteen. Then maybe another dozen or so more.
The slow rock and roll of an AK responds, then dies off. Nothing that
* might suggest a major confrontation, but enough to keep fire senses
keyed! Word filters back. Our point found them, found the bad guys.
There weren't forty, though. Maybe five or six, at best. They guarded
what was apparently an NVA field hospital, a big one, right here, a few
clicks under our noses. This was what last night's patrol stumbled into.
Figuring that we'd come back in force, most of the NVA regulars who
made their living out here had the good sense to split. A few expend
ables remained to spread the word in the event we didn't show.- By the
time I arrive, the place is trashed. One guy's stabbing a fifty-gallon
water bag with a bayonet, cursing to beat all hell. Another's executing
pigs with a .45, walking down the line, popping each one with a single
round. Dead and dying livestock lay everywhere. There's little left for
me to do! A scrawny chicken zigzags through the carnage, wings
flapping wildly. An escape! It makes a fatal mistake. It stops, turns,
*
faces me like an indignant Mexican peasant in a cheap TV western. It
tries staring me down, mano a mano, mano a chicken, whatever. I shoot
it. I shoot it half a dozen times! Blood splatters the nearby trees. Feath
ers explode into the smoke-filled air and drift slowly down. A pillowfight gone bloody! I feel guilty. The chicken feels dead.
Nearby, somebody shouts! Rice! Pallets of the stuff! Tons of it,
stashed
in the nearby brush! White canvas sacks, a hundred pounds
*
each! UN markings all over it! I just can't believe that the zips have
forklifts operating out here. None of this makes much sense, but nobody
really cares. The lieutenant says, 'Blow it in place.’ We commit a bona
fide act of destruction.
Now, nothing in the English language can adequately describe
what fifty pounds of C-4 will do to a few tons of rice. I'm at least a
hundred meters back when the charge blows. A tremendous thud! A
moment of settling silence. The rice begins falling. At first a few grains
rustle the leaves, sounding like small hail on a tin roof. Then a few more.
And then it literally rains rice. Hard white rice foils from the sky like
heavy snow. The absurdity isn't lost. Spirits soar! An early Christmas
in Viet Nam. Total accumulation: just a dusting. Put this shot on a
Hallmark.
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Now, a little past noon, the order comes down that we'll spend
the night. Dig in! Kick back! Relax! In a nearby clearing, I can see the
sun shining down from near vertical. The black night's but a distant
threat. No one's dead. No one's wounded. It's been a good day, and
I'm grateful.

two:
We form a perimeter, eighty of us. We group into two and three
man positions; two to the positions with the M-60's, three to all others.
Dave, Mike, and I share a hole, or will once we dig it. Dave Uncango's
from Guam. He's half-Chinese, half-Spanish, so there's no accounting
for his height. He's six-foot-two. Dave went on leave with me once to
Philly. He still writes my parents, thanking them for the food. Being
fed's important to Dave. I write home, explaining that Dave's one of
those island cannibals, and that they should really be thanking him for
not eating them. Dave thinks this is funny. Mike Pillsbury's the third
man in the hole. Mike's the duffess who went berserk back in the
plantation this morning. He's a nice guy, but slow. The episode earlier
today was way out of character. Sometimes I feel sorry for hm. He's not
really tight with anybody. Forget all that stuff you've heard about guys
over here not getting too close. It's pure bullshit. Mike looks a lot like
Clark Kent, only bigger. He wears these thick-framed glasses and has a
deep, resonant voice. He's always eating something.
To the right, twenty meters, Stan Witanek, Art Beeman, and Izzy
Fineman set up home. Stan's cramming down some chow. Art and Izzy
dig in. Stan's a little older than die rest of us. I think he's twenty-two,
the grandson of Polish immigrants and the first of the Cedar Rapids'
Witaneks bom in America. This didn't mean shit to Stan but his parents
put it right on par with the Second Coming. Every letter from home tells
him what a wonderful thing he's doing here. Stan knows better.
Art's from the mid-west, from one of those rectangular states
where nobody ever gets a nickname no matter what he does. He's
always plucking things out of the ground and sticking them in his
mouth, the way farmers do with strands of wheat. Art's a quiet guy
until he starts drinking. Three beers and he'll empty a magazine at the
moon, four beers and he'll be swearing he hit it. Izzy's his buddy. They
play a lot of horseshoes. Izzy carries them in his ruck. Izzy's from
Brooklyn, a tough, wiry street kid. His real name is Isadore, and he'd
once insisted we call him that. We tried. One day we're chowing down
at the mess hall in Phouc Vinh. Pillsbury's scanning the table for a likely
target. He spots the mashed potatoes, and bellows out in that slow,
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heavy voice, 'Hey Isadore, pass thefucking potatoes!' That ended that.
Twenty meters to the left, Joe Decker lays down his M-60 and
leans back against a tree. Joe's crazy! I can see it in his eyes. He loves
his sixty. His assistant-gunner, Paul Ramirez, is out scarfing up some
ammo. Paul looks like a Puerto Rican version of Joe; squat, solid, maybe
a shade or two darker. Everyone calls him Junior. He's crazy too, maybe
crazier than Joe. Junior's a genetic experiment from the late forties gone
haywire. A few rounds slam into our bunker one night along the
southern perimeter in Phouc Vinh. Junior's in there with us. It's just
some probing fire, the zips having some fun. He jumps up on top of the
bunker, whips out a .45 and starts blasting. He screams at the top of his
lungs, 'God doesn't hab-a-hair on his ass unlez de come over the wire.' The
heavy Spanish accent doesn't dull the absurdity. Christ, I thought,
they're not really going to send this guy back home after his tour, are
they?
We're not staying long; only the night. No sense digging too
deep; just a four by six by two, a spider hole, something just large and
deep enough to provide some cover. The sweat's burning myeyes. An
already soaked bandanna isn't much help. Dave's unraveling the
claymores. Mike's planning chow. I'm digging the hole. Twenty meters
beyond the line, a quick movement catches the comer of my eye. A
solitary figure pops straight up out of the ground like some time lapse
photography of a sprouting flower. An NV A soldier! I can see his
panicked face clear through the back of his head. He's booking! As fast
as he appears, his diarrhea-drab uniform blends with the shadowy
brush. He's gone. I look at Dave and Mike for some sort of confirma
tion. Mike's struggling with a can of C's; Dave's lighting a smoke and
playing with the clacker. They didn't see it. I glance toward Izzy. He's
falling all over himself, literally. His mouth is moving double-time but
no sounds are coming out. He points with both hands. I know immedi
ately that he saw it too. Somebody, I don't know who, finally cuts loose
with a sixteen. Everybody jumps but Izzy and 1. We pre-jumped.
Some square-jawed major appears instantly out of nowhere,
demanding to know what happened. He's the battalion CO, just along
for the ride. I try explaining, but end up babbling. Izzy jumps in and re
tells die story in English. Major Biff—or Boff—or whatever the hell this
guy's name is—just stands there, arms folded tight across his chest. I can
tell the guy's livid; he's burning inside and wants to freak. White
bubbling spittle forms on the comers of his mouth; his ass compresses so
tight that you couldn't drive a toothpick up there with an eight pound
sledge-hammer. He starts in a low, almost unintelligible grumble, and
virtually works himself into a frenzy, finally losing it: ‘Where the hell
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was... who the fuck thought... what goddamned-simple-minded-son-of-a...how
many goddamned times do.I have to tell you guys...?’ I honestly didn't know
how many goddamned times, and judging by the look on Izzy's face, he
hadn't the slightest idea, either. I figure that five or six more times ought
to do it, but I'm only guessing. The tight-assed major passes the problem
off on Burkehardt.
Sergeant First Class Marcus Burkehardt would constantly tell
you that he'd served in the yoo-nahted-stays-ah-mee since before Christ
was a PFC in the War of the Babies. He'd tell you this at least once a day.
He insisted that we call our platoon 'Burk's Bandits.' Last week, Izzy
finally had enough of it, and scribbled 'Burk's Jerks' across the back of
his flak-jacket. Burkehardt freaked. No matter what else you say about
the guy, he does lead a charmed existence, the Mr. McGoo of Binh
Doung Province. Burkehardt's a walking testimonial to pure dumb luck.
Nonetheless, he doesn't belong in Viet Nam. He belongs in Des Moines,
managing a motel! Selling insurance! Anything! He smokes a pipe, a
sleek satin-black and cherrywood thing, the kind that goes well with
elbow-patches and Italian shades. He's constantly fumbling around for
pipe-cleaners. In fact, his life pretty much revolves around pipe-clean
ers. Someday, he'll lead an unsuspecting patrol into a fatal ambush.
Everybody will die except for him; he'll be crawling on the ground
looking for his goddamned pipe-cleaners. I can see the stupid but
satisfied look on his face. Burkehardt's one of those guys destined to die
in bed. They'll miss him in Iowa.
But, Burkehardt had a plan. Burkehardt always had a plan;
sometimes even a dozen plans, but usually after about ten minutes, we
tired of listening to them. Dave and I tired of listening to him now, and
left. Everybody saw us leave, everybody but Burkehardt, that is. Thirtyseconds later, we return with the news. A tunnel entrance. Burkehardt,
suddenly realizing that we weren't there for the unveiling of the plan,
exploded. While he's reading Dave and I the riot act, Decker, Ramirez,
Pillsbury, Izzy, and Witanek go out to have a look. Everybody's out
staring at the hole. Burkehardt's completely unaware that they're gone
And then the grenade goes off. The thud's muffled, but loud. Decker
decided that tossing a grenade down the hole would pretty much solve
our NVA problem. Rubble's falling from die sky. Smoke's pouring out
of the hole. Junior yells 'Fire in the hole’ a short second after the explo
sion, and Burkehardt goes ballistic. He flies off, leaving a Burkehardtshaped void. Junior's out there rattling off something in Spanish. Dave
and I just watch.
Within twenty-minutes, the tunnel-rats show up. Within an
hour, they confirm that the small hole's actually the entrance to a much
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larger complex, one stretching almost a hundred meters in every direc
tion. Operating rooms! Supply rooms! Arms rooms! Communications
rooms! Offices! Wards! Christ, they're living beneath us like ants! The
tunnel-rats say the area's clean; say they found two more down there
and did them in; bodies over by the CP if we wanted to see. I take their
word for it. I really don't need any more hands popping up through the
ground on me, especially live ones, especially in the middle of the night.
I have a buggy feeling.
1600 hours; fire mission; zeroing in the artillery. The sound of a
155mm passing overhead resembles the rapid flapping of wings, a
thousand pigeons taking flight in unison. Two-hundred meters ahead,
the flash is barely visible through die thick trees. The sound arrives a
second later, a low, loud thud with tin after-sounds. A warm compres
sion of air follows. Wolfe acts as the FO and adjusts fire: 'Right-two-jmedrop-five-oh, over.' The fluttering pigeons return. Another flash! Closer.
Another thud, another compression of air! Louder, more forceful, more
tin at the higher ranges of hearing. Wolfe keys the mike and loudwhispers again, 'Drop-five-oh-and-fire-for-effect, over.' 'Roger, two-six-x-ray,
Six-on-the-way.' The pigeons return in force. Six-thousand of them, a
thousand at a pass, a split-second apart. One-hundred meters to the
front, trees snap and the shock-waves near blow the cigarette out of my
mouth. The artillery's laid in. Wolfe keys the mike so the guys at FDC
can hear their rounds landing. I suppose that it makes them feel worth
while, knowing that they're not just lobbing these things about ran
domly. Wolfe unkeys the mike and PRC squawks one last time for the
night: 'sleep tight, two-six-x-ray. Charlie-four out.'
The sun's all but gone, and the APC's haven't showed. I figure
I'll grab some chow and hit the rack. I trade Pillsbury some pork slices
w/juices for a can of fruit cocktail. He's reluctant, at first, so I throw in a
can of crackers and two cans of blackberry jam. We've got a deal. We
work out the watch schedule; one hour on and two hours off. The poor
slobs on the M-60 positions have to pull one and one. I take the first
watch, 1900 to 2000 hours. There's still a tinge of light in die air as Dave
and Mike lay back in the hole and cut some z's. The hour passes quickly;
the first one always does. I shake Dave at 2000 hours. He isn't asleep.
Nobody really sleeps in Viet Nam. You just drift between various levels
of animation; the motor idles on low but never shuts off. After a few
weeks, you begin thinking you're used to it, but you're really not. I lean
my head back against the tree, and shut my eyes.
1 reopen my eyes a little after 2100 hours. Pillsbury's on watch.
I'm still sitting back against die tree, aware that I've slept, and at the
same time conscious that I've witnessed the routine events of the night. I
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just hadn't thought them worth waking for. But, this sound is different.
I'm jolted; forced to crank it up a notch. A crashing-squeaking steel
sound somewhere between large farm-tractor and small locomotive
rattles my teeth. A nun's dragging giant pieces of chalk across a black
board. A bright light cuts die darkness. The circus is in town! The
APC's! A dozen of them, maybe. It's too dark for an exact count.
Everybody's awake. Motors running! Nobody can sleep through the
deafening racket. Some clown with a red-filtered flashlight directs them
into positions. One halts a few meters to the left of Decker's hole, and
conks its motor. One by one, motors conk and the normal sounds of the
night-jungle return. The mechanical after-smell of unbumed diesel fuel
fills the air. The odor marks our turf. Dave and I scoot over to check it
out. Neither of us had ever seen an APC up close. There's an M-60
mounted on the top. Decker and Junior are ecstatic; they figure they'll
cut a deal with the crew, splitting the watch. On the right rear side of the
APC, just above the track, is the two-foot image of a fish. It's one of
those crude renditions that look more like a kid's drawing of a Buck
Roger's rocket. The word 'Jesus' is painted inside the white fish in eightinch letters. Mildly confident that the 'APC Jesus' will see us safely
through the night, we return to our hole. Pillsbury’s fumbling with a can
ofC's!
I stand watch again at 2200,0100, and 0400. I doze between
watches. The sun's not up but the darkness is gone. Dave's standing his
final watch when the first round lands. Pillsbury's dozing flat in the
hole. The round passing overhead doesn't sound like a flock of birds
this time; it's much too loud. I know something's not right a split-second
before it happens. I suck in a lungful of the heavy ether, and move for
the hole. Twenty-five meters in front, a light-ball the size of a pickup
throws me back. The noise and compression are one and the same; no
tinny after-sounds, just raw sudden force. My body's pinned against the
tree. My ears hurt, and I wonder if they're bleeding. Dave's in midflight
for the hole when the round hits. He's blown off target. We find the
hole on the second try. Dave's in first. There's not enough width in the
shallow pit for the three of us. Dave's face down, pushing hard to the
left side, inventing space. Pillsbury's face up on the right, eyes wide
open. He looks like a mannequin in storage. I lay half on top, half
between them. My nose is level with the edge of the hole; my eyes
slightly over the top. There's absolutely no way of getting any lower!
Our own artillery's raining down on us. Charlie-four's firing short.
I can see over the edge. Wolfe's curled in a near-fetal position
behind a tree, screaming into the mike; the RTO's laying flat beside him,
his pants leg getting redder by the second. I'm witnessing some kind of
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passion play. The rounds keep landing. Even if Wolfe gets through, it'll
be a few seconds between the time the last one leaves the tube and
arrives here on target. I'm staring over the edge. I see Beeman. He sits
bolt upright, facing into the fire. A flash! He's thrown back a foot, but
never leaves the sitting position. A searing chunk of steel! In one side;
out the other. The trees behind him splatter withsmall pieces of meat
and white gristle. He slumps forward, head bowed, chin touching his
chest; his arms hang loose at his sides. His glasses slide slow motion off
his face and down into the hole. His eyes are open and he's staring at
the place where his glasses just fell. He's Dead. I really didn't need to
see this. I never wanted to see this. I think of a parable some Franciscan
Brother back in Philly once fed me. He says something about the eter
*
nity of hell hinging on the events of a single second. More rounds land.
I don't remember hearing them. Beeman and I are out of sync with the
fast-paced light show. It's over in less than a minute.
The medic checks for a pulse, but it's strictly a gesture. He shuts
Beeman's eyes and departs; there are more wounded to tend to, more
dead. Lieutenant Wolfe stops briefly but doesn't say much, just some
post-death small talk. The lieutenant yanks one of Beeman's dog-tags,
and stuffs it in his pocket, and I think to myself, shit, is this what it all
comes down to? Nobody remembers the body-bags. The best we can do
for Beeman is cover him with his own raggedy poncho. Kiss my ass!
The APC Jesus made it through the night, but one down the line
didn't. It takes a direct hit killing two crewmen. Dave and I finally get
to see an APC up close. The bodies are removed and covered before we
get there, but in the rear of the APC, there's a hole large enough for me
to walk through. In all, thirty-six rounds landed. 155's! Three dead.
Nine wounded.
We'll cross the Song Be south of An Linh and head of a place
*
called Fire Base David. Beeman's body, and those of the two crewmen
are loaded onto a chopper and flown to Bien Hoa. They'll be state-side
in a week. The APC's fire up and head east, back to Phouc Vinh. We
head west. Somber moods dissipate... Two clicks from the river, vibrations
run up my legs. The B-52's are dropping their loads, just as the major
promised. You can't see a B-52. They fly too high. You can't hear them,
either. But, two miles distant, the earth trembles. Some obscure regula
tion requires that troops stand back five clicks when the B-52's are
working. As we cross an open field leading down to the river, I glance
over my shoulder, and at once know what Lot missed out on. It's a little
past 1000 hours and I'm exhausted.
We drop down into the river. Izzy and I are the last two to cross.
I stop in the middle, chest deep in tire cool water. The river's narrow;
*
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only twenty-five or thirty meters wide. I watch Izzy's back as he crawls
up the embankment. The village of An Linh's only a few hundred
meters north. I can hear the kids playing in the river. The Be flows
south from here, gathering die waters of the Rat and Ma Da. It ends at
Hieu Liem, emptying into the Song Dong Nai. The Song Dong Nai
continues the southward flow. East of Saigon, the Song Dong Nai forms
a confluence with the Song Sai Gon. The entire conglomeration flows
southward still. At Vung Tau, the old French seaport of Cap St. Jacques,
it all ceases being a river or a delta or a bay, and becomes die South
China Sea. Technically, it's possible to float there from where I now
stand. I just want to lay back and let the cool waters carry me a while. If
I could only make it as far as the South China Sea, I'd swim the rest of
the way home. No Lie!

Rather than footnotes, I offer the following list to clarify some of
the language. I hope this is helpful to the reader.

sitrep: Situation Report, an update on the events.
click: A kilometer.
NVA Regular A soldier of the North Vietnamese Army.
VC, Charlie: A Viet Cong. A Vietnamese communist.
M-60: A belt-fed machine-gun, usually served by a two man crew.
M-16: The rifle issued to American Forces in Viet Nam.
foo-gas: A home-made mixture of assorted flammables; gasoline, diesel,
nahptha.
C's, C-Rafs: C Rations. Canned food carried by GI's in the field.
Pi's, Piastres: The currency of South Viet Nam. 100 Pi's = approx, one
dollar.
MPC: Military Payment Certificates. Voucher money used by GI's.
rock and roll: Firing a weapon on full automatic fire,
claymore: A command detonated anti-personnel mine,
clacker: The device that sets off a claymore.
FO: Forward Observer. The person who calls in and adjusts artillery
fire.
RTO: A radio operator.
military time: Read the numbers two at a time. e.g. 2000 hours is
twenty-hundred hours. 1630 is sixteen-thirty hours. 0200 is zero-twohundred hours. 0430 is zero-four-thirty hours, and so on.
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Nursing Lab #3: Chemical
Regulatory

*

by Denise Gerl
*
"Denise, do you mind being Darrell's* partner?"
1 had only been a nursing student for a month, and as a late
applicant to a new school, I felt fortunate just transferring into the
already full nursing lab.
"Sure," I replied without hesitation.
I breathed a sigh of relief. I had gotten into the nursing lab of
my choice, just by agreeing to be Darrell's partner. I felt pretty lucky.
What did I care if Darrell was my partner? So far the most invasive thing
we had done was measure each other's scars.
That night I glanced at my lab book, curious to see what lay
ahead in the next day's lab: Chemical Regulatory. That didn't sound too
threatening. Then I looked up the procedure in the text book. Breast
* Exams.
BREAST EXAMS!!!!! Suddenly I didn't feel so lucky anymore.
After a night of dread and worry, not to mention a fight with my jealous
boyfriend, I headed to lab where Darrell and 1 were introduced for the
first time. Clutching the front of my shirt, I wondered if etiquette
required me to shake his hand. I smiled at my formality, realizing that in
minutes Darrell would be touching my breasts. Solemnly Darrell shook
* my hand, careful not to make eye contact. In fact he tried not to look at
me at all. He just stood there, shifting his weight from one foot to the
other, and stared at the floor.
All too quickly lab began. My classmates began pulling their
curtains and undressing. Darrell and I silently filed back to our exam
table, but instead of pulling the curtain, Darrell asked me to review the
previous week's lab. He spent the next 10 minutes checking my thyroid
gland. I peeked around. The others had begun the examination.
Darrell, however, didn't seem to notice that we were behind. Instead he
brought the teacher over to watch his thyroid gland-checking technique.
* After 10 minutes of careful examination, Darrell, the teacher, and I were
all convinced that my thyroid gland was in perfect shape. Five minutes
later we knew Darrell's was also.
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By this time I was tired of thyroid glands and only wished to get
the dreaded examination over. As the other kids switched partners, I
finally suggested we start our exam. One look at the panic in his eyes
and I wasn't sure who I felt more sorry for—him or me.
With trembling hands Darrell pulled out his book, slowly
turning to the chapter on breast exams. As I pulled the curtain and took
off my shirt Darrell's panic turned to terror. I sat on the edge of the
exam table as Darrell nervously began reading from the book: "First
check for symmetry between the two breasts." Without a glance in my
direction he wrote "symmetrical" in his lab findings book.
"Next, note the color of the two breasts."
Again without looking at me he wrote: Flesh colored without
discoloration or alterations."
By the time the visual assessment was complete, Darrell had not
looked at me once and was sweating visibly.
Next came palpation. Unfortunately, this part of the examina*
tion required touch. I laid down on the examination table, wondering
why I had chosen nursing as a major. Darrell absorbed himself in the
placement of the pillow underneath my shoulder. Then he resumed his
reading from the book. "Breasts should be firm to die touch." His
shaking hand hovered inches above my breast, then shot straight up into
the air as he called out to the teacher for help. The teacher came over
and demonstrated the proper circular pattern for detecting lumps, which
he obediently practiced in the air. When he felt confident with the
technique the teacher left.
Grateful to the teacher for finishing half of the exam, Darrell
walked to the other side of the table to begin his meticulous pillow
placement underneath the other shoulder. Again he made the circular
motions into the air while reading from the book. Perhaps if I would
have had lumps the size of grapefruits Darrell might have found them.
Then again, he might have been polite and just circled around them.
After ignoring my breast's texture, skipping over its contour,
and not feeling for my lymph nodes, Darrell and I thought we were in
the clear. The only part left of die exam was the health history, and we
could keep our clothes on for this part. If either of us had done our
reading the night before, however, we would have realized we were
about to begin what would prove to be the most painful part of die
exam.
Darrell left die room as I dressed. He returned with a bit of his
composure, as well as a little color in his cheeks. With confidence he
began reading the questions from his lab book: age, nutritional status,
food allergies, etc. Still reading from the book he asked the date of my
T5
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last menstrual period. His eyes shot up, looked in mine (the familiar
look of terror back) and then immediately returned to stare numbly at
his book, as if it had betrayed him. He mumbled the next question,
something about the character of the flow, and chose to mispronounce
"douching history" on the next. What little color he had regained in his
cheeks was now gone, quite in contrast to my flaming cheeks and
burning ears. This time we both began to sweat. After stuttering
through "v-v-vaginal discharge," Darrell gave up and began pointing to
the questions saying, "How about this one?" Relief washed over his pale
cheeks, as I answered the questions without forcing him to repeat the
"V" (vaginal) and "N" (nipple) words.
After an agonizing three hours my first breast examination was
complete. To Darrell's credit, I can honestly say I didn't feel a thing.
Neither did he. Will I be Darrell's partner? Sure. He's the only nursing
student who can examine a breast without seeing or touching it. I think
the only lumps Darrell can hope to find, however, are the ones he might
acquire while fainting during an actual breast exam.

* Name has been changed to protect the dignity of the embarrassed.
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Eternity
by Rob Lowe

The tree stood in a small meadow on the banks of a winding,
twisting stream that ran mocha brown most of the summer, then
abruptly dropped and cleared when the summer irrigating was over in
the fall. The tree had stood over the stream for many decades, a tower
ing, leafed sentinel of a gnarled, abused waterway. The stream and the
tree were dependents of one another, the tree needing water, the water
needing the leaves for nourishment, the shade for solace.
The tree, an ancient cottonwood, had, during its past, seen the
stream run brown with buffalo. It had had its bark shredded by shaggy
headed grizzlies, had fueled the fires of Crow war parties.
Cowboys had pounded stakes into its sides, hung their saddles
from these stakes, picketed their horses on the stream's grassy banks.
Settlers had plowed their fields and built their sod huts nearby.
They held picnics under the green sprawl of the leafed leviathan,
watched their children play on the banks of the stream, listened to the
red-winged blackbirds trill from the Russian olive bushes.
The railroad came down through the low foothills to make the
cattle easier to transport. The tree saw others of its kind fall to the cross
cut saw that fed the steam-driven behemoth that hauled the cattle. The
sawyers could not have hoped to fell such a tree. No saw they had was
long enough.
Farmers began to draw water from the stream, making its level
fluctuate seasonally. The farmers let their cattle and horses wander the
creek freely. They eroded the banks and polluted the water.
The farmers dumped the bodies of old cars into the eroded
banks to protect their cropland from becoming part of North Dakota.
The stream was transformed: Model A's and T's, Packards,
Buicks, old Chevies lined the banks, watching the seasons through
mashed-in windshields, watched techni-color springs, saw big screen
sun sets, heard the piped in trumpeting of north bound geese. Families
of field mice snuck in to watch the show in rusted out trunks.
Hippies found the tree. They smoked pot under its outstretched
arms, played their guitars and sang tuneless melodies of pain, wrongdo
ing, and love. They would later dream of this spot thousands of miles
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away, in a state more tolerant of difference. They would see the tree in
neon hues of pink and orange. The remembered curtain of falling
* cottonwood fluff would assault their chemically altered minds, tearing
and pelting their skin, then caressing and renewing a second later.
The tree was brought into a family of fourth generation ranchers
on a bleak, wind-driven day. It made no difference to the tree that
someone now claimed it as their own, for the tree had always been there,
and would be there for many years to come.
The family moved down the creek from the tree. They built a
home, erected corrals and bams, re-strung neglected fence, and calved
during brutal storms. They returned to the ancient time of the land.
The boy was too small to help with these chores. He was
* impossibly busy, constantly underfoot, continually trying to help with
tasks too large for his small body.
Early in the spring, his mother exiled him to the outside world,
to go and cause problems elsewhere other than under her callused feet.
He set off up the creek bed, the ancient three-legged blue heeler
loping off ahead. Wispy mare-tails streamed overhead. A cock pheasant
screeched his two note crow, announcing to all that the dating game was
once again being played.
The grass had begun to green, and robins flushed ahead of the
doddering old dog, indignant at being rousted from their wormy pur
* suits.
The boy found a small garter snake coiled on a log. It was
basking in the weak spring sun, stiff and slow from a long time spent
* coiled in a serpentine ball in an old badger hole.
The dog nuzzled ahead, and came first to the tree. He snuffled
the ground at the base of the tree, nose flushed with the intoxicating
aroma of raccoon. He cocked his head upward, his one blue eye gazing
upward at file scolding magpie.
The boy followed presently. He drew up sharply as he entered
the clearing. He stood and merely stared for a long time, overcome by
* the immensity of this being.
The dog had raised the boy, and the boy's silence unnerved him.
The boy was always a bundle of motion.
The dog stared at the boy, whined, then whoofed, startling the
*
boy out of his revelry.
The boy walked slowly forward, shrinking with each step, until
he stood directly beneath the canopy of budding cottonwood. He stared
*
upward through the naked, snaky branches. He slowly shifted his gaze
downward, staring at fire earth trampled bare by cattle.
He laid his hand on the gnarled trunk, and slowly began walk-
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ing. His hand felt the roughness, reading the Braille stories the tree had
to tell.
He heard the war whoops of Sioux and Cheyenne warriors; he
felt the lumps of pistol slugs, left there by drunk cowboys competing in
some inane contest; he felt the ropy scars that the last of the plains
grizzlies left
He circled the tree until he had reached the point from which he
started. He sat down heavily. The dog gimped over, nuzzled the boy's
hand, licked his ear.
The dog sat down, and the boy idly scratched his ear. The
remaining rear leg rhythmically thumped the ground.
The boy sat for a long time, Blinking of this place he had found.
His right hand scratched the dirt beneath it. He felt something hard and
sharp. He began to dig around the hardness, and exposed a coal black,
obsidian arrowhead.
As the day neared suppertime, he began to head home. As he
walked, he made a promise to himself never to tell anyone about his
place.
He returned to the tree often. The dog would accompany, and
the two would fight wars and conquer countries in the choked groves of
wild plum. They would sink enemy driftwood battleships in stagnant
backwaters. They would rescue fair maidens from their chokecherry
prisons, and would defend their fort of cottonwood from scalp-seeking
Indians.
The seasons came and went, and as the boy grew, he visited the
tree less often. As he had grown, he was less often under foot, and was
now expected to help with the chores. He rode alongside his father,
checking fence and tending cattle. During the summer he helped cut the
hay, and then helped stack the bales into neat, squared stacks that would
take the cattle through the tough winters.
He buried his three-legged amigo beneath the shade of waxy
green leaves on a sultry August afternoon. Thunderheads loomed on the
horizon, thunder rumbling distantly as he knelt on the freshly turned
earth. Tears coursed down his cheeks, their salty wetness soaking the
loamy soil.
He wore the arrowhead around his neck on a leather thong.
When he was alone or afraid, he held it in his hand and he felt the
strength of the people who had shaped it.
He held it then as he knelt on the grave, and he felt no strength,
only pain and emptiness.
A young pound hound gambled behind his horse. He didn't
want the pup, hadn't wanted it, but the blue-eyed girl down the road
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had given it to him, and he couldn't say no.
It was the Heinz 57 of the dog world, part Heeler, part blue tick
*
hound, and part something that gave it oversized hairy feet.
The boy and his new companion would visit die tree more
frequently in the spring when calving time came around. The heifers
* would seek the solitude of the brush-choked creekhottom to have their
calves.
He would saddle his horse early, while the last of the stars were
twinkling out. He would whistle up the dog, and the two of them would
*
course the coulees and die creek, hunting tracks leading into the brush.
They would roust the cows from their hide-outs, and then herd them
back to the bam where die cows could bring their spindle-legged calves
* into a dry, fluorescent lit world.
The boy bought a truck with the money he had earned from the
summer of haying. He would race it down country roads, plumes of
dust billowing from beneath the undercarriage. He would take it down
to die river bottoms where he and his buddies would rage immortal with
youth, brave with their good friend Mr. Miller, bold with liquid courage.
They would brag and lie about what they had done with girls, then race
into town and look for a fight with whoever dared cross them.
The dog would wait patiently for the boy to return.
The boy grew older still, passing through his stage of youthful
immortality, and took on more responsibility around the ranch. His
father grew older, worked less, slept more, until one day he finally never
woke.
The family buried him in the family graveyard on a windswept
knoll where three generations had been planted before him. The boy
stood, tear-filled eyes clouding his vision, the dog sitting patiently at his
side.
*
When the service was over, he returned to the tree, knelt on the
bare earth at its base. He clutched the arrowhead tightly in his fist, and
asked a higher power to make dungs right.
*
The dog licked his cheek lightly, whining that it was time to go
home.
Many years came and went, the boy grew old and passed on,
and
more
than one dog came to rest under the tree's sheltering branches.
*
The tree continued to rock and sway with seasons of winds, and the
creek still burbled its passage, and die blackbirds still sang from die
banks in the spring.
*
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Leo’s Last Leap
by John Anderson

I'm sure you read about it in the papers. It was even in Time
and Newsweek. You know, about the car that was struck by a flying
coffin.
Well, I was driving that car. It was last November, the early part
of it. I had been in Kalispell for a meeting. I was planning to drive back
to Helena the next morning, but there had been a bad ice storm during
the night. Everything was coated with ice. I had to be really careful just
driving from the motel to a place I could get breakfast. I slipped and
almost fell down just getting out of my car. There was no way that I was
going to risk driving on that stuff that early in the morning. It was a
clear day. The sun would melt the ice, and the road would be clear by
noon.
I ate a leisurely breakfast; returned to the motel and did some of
my paperwork until eleven. That was check out time. I decided to give
it a try on the road. The streets in Kalispell were free of ice. I got on
highway 83 and headed south. I always take 83 instead of 93. There is
much less traffic, and it is shorter.
The road wasn't too bad. There still were some icy sections
because of shade cast by cliffs or trees. I wasn't worried. I was going
slow.
As the road approached Swan Lake, it made a big curve to the
left. Then, when it straightened out, there was a tall bank on the left and
a steep drop off to the right. I knew that if I looked off to the right, there
would be a splendid view of Swan Lake. I didn't do this, however. The
road was really slick here, and all my attention was focused on it.
It was a little way ahead of this, where the trees begin to reap
pear on the right, when it happened. I don't know if I saw or heard it
first. It happened so abruptly. I was aware of a big, shining object
coming from overhead, crunching on the hood and ricocheting off to the
right. I instinctively ducked and braked. The car skidded, spun com
pletely around and slid off to the right on the edge of the road. I could
then see what had hit me. It was a coffin. A gray coffin.
It was sliding down a side road toward the lake. This road was
snow-covered. The coffin was not swaying from side to side but making
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a bee-line to the lake—like it had been aimed.
At the edge of the lake the road veered off to the left, but the
coffin continued on its straight trajectory. The little roadside knoll didn't
deter die coffin. It only caused it to be airborne once more. It easily
cleared some bushes and landed on the frozen surface of die lake. The
coffin was still making good speed. It slid a good one hundred feet
before the ice gave way. It took a long time to sink. Good coffins are
supposed to be hermetically sealed. This one wasn't, but it took a good,
long time to sink. It was still visible when I was approached by a man
with his gloved hand extended to me.
"Hi there. My name is Tom Moore. Are you alright?"
I said I was okay.
*
"Sorry about your car, but don't worry, I'll pay for everything."
I hadn't looked for damage to the car. I had been distracted by
the flying coffin phenomenon. I now introduced myself, and together,
we looked at the car.
It was a 1993 white Pontiac Sunbird. Its new distinguishing
feature was a smashed-in hood. What had been convex was now
concave.
"You're lucky to be alive," said Mr. Moore. "An instant later
and that casket would have plowed right through you."
I nodded.
"I'll tell you what. There's a place just down the road where we
can get a cup of coffee. T'would be a better place to give you the insur
ance information, and I need to explain where I fit in all this."
"Fine by me," I said.
He started talking as soon as he got in. I was paying more
attention to the car. It started good and ran as before. I couldn't hear
any rattles or other signs of damage. I was relieved. I gathered that Mr.
Moore was telling me that he was the owner of the Moore Funeral Home
in Kalispell. That's about as far as he got before he directed me to pull
up at a roadside cafe.
We sat down and ordered coffee. I had a chance to get a good
look at Mr. Moore. He had been wearing a gray overcoat, gray felt hat,
and gray leather gloves. He removed all these and could be seen in his
attire of black, pinstriped, double breasted suit, a white shirt, and plain
gray tie. His hair was jet black without a part and slicked back in a
pompadour. His eyes were blue and twinkled a lot. A pug nose, deep
dimples, rosy cheeks, and a perpetual smile finished the listing of his
appearance. He looked like a mortician, for sure. He was about forty.
Mr. Moore opened the conversation with, "Are you supersti
tious?"
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"I don't think so."
"Well, I think I am. At least after today. The person in that
casket that smashed your car was Leo Gallagher. He had a will. In that
will he gave instructions that he should be buried at sea. Old Leo, he
was eighty-eight when he died, was an old salt. He was bom near here.
He ran away from home when he was just a kid. He joined the Merchant
Marine and didn't come back home until his family had all died. All but
his sister, Mary. See'n that she was the next of kin, I had to contact her
about the funeral arrangements. She is even older than old Leo. She's in
a nursing home in California, Palo Alto, to be specific. I got her on the
phone and found out that the priest had already notified her of Leo's
death. No, she wouldn't be able to come to the funeral. She was con
fined to bed. I told her about Leo's desire to be buried at sea. She said
that would be impossible. All the Gallaghers had been buried at the
family plot, and he would not be an exception. Particularly if she was
the one who was going to pay for the expenses. She was emphatic about
that.
"It took some doing to locate the family cemetery. Nobody had
been buried there for many years. The family farm is just above where
you got hit by the casket. The farm is now owned by someone else, but
the cemetery is still there. There's probably twenty Gallaghers buried in
there, but it is hard to tell. It's now overgrown with weeds and bushes.
The people owning the farm had no objection to having Leo buried
there. In fact, there is a provision in the deed which allows Gallaghers to
be buried there as long as there are Gallaghers.
"The funeral was this morning, attended only by the priest and
myself. My men had dug the grave. Three of them went ahead this
morning in the pickup. It has four wheel drive. They would take the
casket out of the hearse and lower it into the grave.
"The priest rode with me in the hearse after the funeral. I told
him we didn't have to leave when we did, because the roads would be
icy. He didn't want to wait. He had other business to do that day.
"As you know, die roads were icy. It got worse when we left the
highway on the road to the farm. It was straight up. I didn't think we'd
make it. The hearse doesn't have four wheel drive.
"Just before you get to the top of that first hill, there is a gate to
the right. It is just a barbed wire gate, and the men had already opened
it. The cemetery, if you can call it that, is just a ways up a slope from the
gate. I parked die hearse alongside the open grave, and the padre and I
got out. The men were drinking coffee from a thermos. They put their
cups down and were coming toward us to help. Just then die hearse
began to slip backwards. We ran after it, but it was useless. It quickly
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gathered momentum sliding down the hill. It took a straight line down,
but the road was at an angle. About a hundred yards down it ran into a
stump. There was quite a loud crunch. The jolt sprung the back doors
open; die casket flew out and Leo was on his way. I saw the whole
thing. I kept running after it. I knew 1 couldn't catch up with it. I was
* just hoping to see where it stopped.
"It looked like someone was steering that contraption. It man
aged to miss trees, rocks and everything else. When it got to die pasture,
* I knew that nothing would stop it. It was going to cross the highway. I
prayed. Yes, I really did pray that it would not strike anything on the
highway.
"You saw die rest of it. There it sits on the bottom of Swan Lake.
I don't know how I'll ever get it out. Old Leo had his wish after all.
"I'm sorry to do all the talking. I've got to go back and pick up
the priest. Wonder what he will suggest we do?
*
"If you don't mind, could you take me back to where die acci
dent was? I don't expect you to drive up to the hearse. It's only a short
walk. I'm sorry for all the trouble. You just tell the repair shop that I'll
pay for everything."
I took him back, turned around and drove on to Helena without
any trouble.
Someday I'm going to call Mr. Moore. I'll ask him how they
*
recovered the coffin. I'll also ask him how the priest did his graveside
service. Was it on die shore of the lake, or did he wait for Leo to be
buried for real?

t
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Ghosts or Heli,
by Tara Basilewitsch

This essay began as a chronicle of an important experience in
my life. Now, after writing my thoughts down, and revising
what I thought I had already said, Ifind that this essay is an
experience of true history. 1 have tried to express the reality of
what I saw in all of its color, hoping that each reader will some
how magically awaken, or at least take hold of the past as it was:
more horrific than one can imagine. A terrible human reality
exists which no one shouldforget, because we could easily commit
the same crime again some day. This reality sleeps in the silence
of history. We have to tune into that silence, see history clearly,
or we are doomed to repeat it.

At that ghastly spot, where so many endings are buried or just
simply gone, there now stands virtually nothing. There is a broad
expanse of shifting gravel: it's the coarse kind that makes the simple
movement of walking so difficult. The remains inside the electric
barbed-wire "enclosure" are seemingly insignificant in contrast to the
expanses of gravel. The "barracks," no longer standing, are but cement
borders, row upon row, only hinting at the past. Looking down at the
creaking gravel underfoot, I realized what it was that stabbed my
conscience, hindered my escape from these sights. Up, from the gravel,
the ghosts begin to rise. Each little pebble seemed to be a spirit of the
past, standing here in this vast array to make clear die unthinkable
number of dead, wiped out for unthinkable reasons. But somebody
thought of those reasons.
I knew ahead of time that this experience would be one to
remember, not to enjoy. I had paid attention in history class; I know of
the horrors committed by human beings against thousands of other,
unsuspecting human beings. (Books, of course, only relate unemotional
facts.) But history failed to prepare me for naked reality. The first
glimpse through the old, once deadly gate revealed die trenches, the
rolling barbed-wire, the guard tower with an open, covered platform for
ease in aim and efficiency. I thought I saw a body in the now empty
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trench, whose breadth of water was only the first hurdle for those
desperate enough to try an escape: just beyond, the boiling coils of wire
eagerly awaited frantic survivors with snarling, outstretched arms. I felt
sick, nauseated by the thought that we could do this to others.
In the museum, located in the former rooms for laundry, show
ers, and other seemingly harmless uses, I began my journey through
reality, not history. Directly inside on the wall hung a massive black
board completely filled with names printed in stark, white letters. Some
of the names had different dots in front of them, and some names were
in larger print than others. Underlying them all were the faint outlines
of the nations: Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Austria. All of the
concentration camps were listed there, the larger ones as the heads of
* scores of smaller camps. Notorious camps, like Auschwitz and
Treblinka, were printed in huge letters, representing their relative sizes,
and were surrounded by a swarm of small, virtually unknown camps. I
thought there were only a few such atrocities, but I was horribly, wrong.
Dachau was buried in the gleam of whiteness, one of hundreds. It was
medium-sized.
The Germans were very organized, very efficient. The board
was a graphic reminder: each camp was aligned around a center, each
center connected by busy railroad tracks, all doing their work. Effi
ciently.
I started at the beginning of this time line, before the idea of a
"concentration" camp even existed, before people knew they would help
commit the mass-murder of their neighbors. I walked through the real
images and artifacts of the time, hearing no voices but seeing everything.
I saw, step by step, Hitler's moves to gain power: his connections with
the "common" people, and then the eventual insistence that the Aryan
race reign supreme. Propaganda posters urged citizens to clean up
society, rid it of its worthless people. The pictures were of "Jews" on the
street, with curiously over-sized noses, standing below the words that
proclaimed them the scourge of society. More than pictures, there were
pamphlets, speeches, and marches against many such undefined, but
ever-increasing dangers. People with big noses, Communists, Socialists,
people against the mainstream, or any person someone didn't like were
dangerous. I stood looking at these posters, trying to imagine why
anyone would believe in the words written there. Didn't these people
understand that Jews were no different than anyone else? Then I began
to see tie whole picture. This attitude against the Jews was not formed
overnight. The movement began slowly, innocently, and logically it
progressed. People were jumping on the bandwagon of the times. They
didn't pause to really contemplate. They acted just as you or I would,
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generally following the majority, because it didn't seem so serious—at
first. But by now Hitler was in power, and things began to move.
Orders were given, orders were followed, and things began to take a
very different shape. And people stopped thinking.
Photographs were now commanding my senses—all of my
senses. These were not detached pictures placed among the bland
historical rhetoric of a textbook. I saw a man hanging lifeless, strung up
by his wrists, arms pulled behind and above him, from a punishment
pole. I stood, now unafraid and peaceful, in the camp where it hap
pened, aware of the sight, smells, and sound of this agonizing death.
Another man lay in the mud, his hand stretched out to me, his eyes
looking right at me, burning with desire to speak. His eyes asked all
those questions that none of us can answer—those questions that were
forgotten then. "Why am I here? What have I done?" He had done
nothing. The selection of inmates was arbitrary; a function of political
party and nose size. Perhaps it was his neighbor who turned him in,
unable to go against the majority, only able to save his own family and
survive. I might have done the same, and that scares me. So easily,
people condemned others; neighbors, friends, and strangers, perhaps
denying what would happen to them. I looked into this man's eyes until
I thought I would never forget that stare. It is something none of us
should be allowed to forget.
There were lists too, representing multitudes unimaginable to
me, well documented, signed, and delivered to the masters of this
destruction. I gave up trying to visualize the actual numbers contained
in those lists: I cannot imagine numbers of dead bodies that large.
Among the documents of "inmates" were also orders for food rations,
and below that, the actual food the prisoners received. A bowl of mush,
a piece of bread, and water were the scarce scraps the laboring prisoners
received. It was not enough to live on, and they didn't live. Thousands
of spirits now live on these pieces of paper, and nowhere else.
I turned from the photos of body piles, hanging men, blood
stained walls, and the hordes of frantic, death-bound innocents, and
passed from the room to hide the tears welling in my eyes and the
sickness burning in my stomach. But I did not pass without seeing, and I
will not forget. Their silence was suffocating.
The ghosts of this hell cannot, by any squeamishness or denial,
be forgotten.
Outside, in the brilliant sunlight of a beautiful August day, I was
not relieved. The rows of barracks incapsulated more places of mon
strous murder, and I fancied I stood upon the ground were someone's
light was extinguished. To the left, just a mere hundred feet away, was
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the entrance gate. One hundred feet to freedom, but already dead, I
thought. The gate was of rusted iron bars, like a prison door, and it
clanged in that same tolling way, foreshadowing what is to come.
Within the bars is a welded message, written with steel, its meaning a
stabbing pain to the people who looked at it from the inside, a sick joke
toothers. The message reads: "Arbeit Macht Frei." The person was
probably just following orders when it was welded into place, forever to
be the mocking misnomer seen by every death-marked prisoner, who,
knowing death was inevitable here, only saw this motto: "Work frees
you." The concentration camps were, of course, work camps. The
inmates dug trenches, built buildings, buried their dead comrades, and
burned them. "Arbeit Macht Frei," is the motto of all tire camps set up in
Nazi Germany. I don't know of any prisoners freed by work.
I found myself, at the end, staring into the furnaces that knew no
common wood-burning fire, only fire fed by human flesh. Here the
officers of a nation's army, who delegated tire extermination of humans,
got rid of the "waste." The furnaces are clean and empty now, since the
horrors of yesterday have faded. But a stench still penetrated my senses
as it wafted out from the mouth of the dark opening of the furnace, be it
imaginary or not. For the ghosts of this hell, it was never imaginary. In
the next room, adjacent to the furnaces, over a hundred bodies were
found, all killed in the last days of war. As the Allied troops moved into
Germany, the concentration camps were forced to close down, and the
leaders hurried to cover their bloody tracks. Orders were given to move
prisoners to camps in Austria, and the ones already killed remained,
unburied and unbumed. At Dachau, the bodies were left piled in this
room, halfway to the ceiling, each face mangled and frozen in the last
struggles of life. Then all was silent. The fires in the furnaces burned
out. The ashes, heavy in the already blackened sky, landed again here,
like so many pebbles of gravel, shifting uneasily beneath my feet,
making walking so difficult.
I turned to go, laboring through the gravel, staring at the reality
of history, and hearing the silence of the ghosts who cannot speak of
their horrors. The silence is the message, screamed soundlessly from
thousands of faceless mouths, of these lost people unable to return,
unable to show the magnitude of their deaths. The ghosts of Dachau can
now roam freely, but they will never be able to speak but through the
endless gravel beneath my feet.
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by Amanda Christen

A woman sat at the desk, pensively flipping through the pages
of the file she was holding. She was older, perhaps early fifties, with hair
that was a reddish color, the unnatural kind that looks sort of pretty, but
at the same time, when the light hits it, looks purple. She had a strand of
the purple hair and was twirling it between her fingers as she considered
what to do with this case. She had written and telephoned the mother,
but she hadn't responded. She always had excuses—a doctor appoint
ment, a craft show, work, painting the house, cooking dinner. No matter
what time she called her, always it was the wrong one. She had to get
through to this woman, and her time was running out.
She heard a timid tap on the glass door, as if the person was
afraid of what lurked behind it. The woman called to the knocker,
"Come in, it's open." The door squeaked its disapproval at being
pushed open, and slowly, a young woman came into view. She had
brown hair that hung past her shoulders, large brown eyes, and a nice
face.
"I got a note to come and talk to you," she said. Her voice was
quiet, unsure.
"Yes, come in. I don't think we've met. You're Missy Smith, is
that right?" The girl nodded. "Well, Missy, nice to meet you. My name
is Margaret Stots. First of all, let me tell you that I'm not here because
you've done something wrong. I don't know what or how much anyone
has told you, but the school has asked me to come and speak with you.
All the students are getting to know their guidance counselors, and I
speak to die people that are new, or are having trouble adjusting. Is that
all right? Can I talk to you for a few minutes?"
The girl glanced up. She had been biting and looking at her
fingernails. Some of them had black dirt under diem. She was pretty,
really, but looked somewhat unkempt. It wasn't so much that she
looked dirty, but her shirt hadn't been ironed, her jeans had spots on
them with holes in the knees, or what looked like they were trying to be
holes, and her hair looked a little greasy.
"Yeah, I guess," she replied. Margaret gestured toward the
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chair, a large one that made the girl look small and fragile when she sat
down in it.
"Good. How are you adjusting to your new school? Do you like
it here?"
"Fine. Yeah."
"Do you have any hobbies here or have you been in any clubs or
sports?"
"No. My mom doesn't have time to take me to any of them."
"How do you like school, in general?"
"It's okay, I guess. Same as all the others."
"How often does your family move?"
"I don't know. We've only moved a couple of times."
"I see. Have you made any friends here?"
"Yeah. A few."
"Tell me. Do you like school, I mean, being in school? Not
particularly this school, but do you like to leam? Or would you rather
be somewhere else?"
"No, it's okay here. I get a break from my mom."
"If you like school all right, why did you skip last week?"
"Everybody does it. It's not like it's any big deal. My mom
would call me out if I wanted. She doesn't care."
"She doesn't care if you go to school or not?"
"No. She says she'd rather have us tell her if we don't feel like it,
that way we don't have to lie or pretend we're sick to get out of going."
"But if you like school, why would you not want to go?"
"I don't know. Get tired of it, I guess."
"How does you dad feel about skipping school?"
"I don't know. I don't hardly ever see him, anyway. He's
always at work."
"Well, Missy, do you know that your mom is considering taking
you out of school and giving you home schooling? How would you feel
about that?"
The girl thought for a moment "Fine, I guess."
"Don't you want to go to proms and see your friends and get out
of the house once in a while?"
"Yeah, but she's my mom. I have to do what she says."
"Yes, you do, don't you? How do you feel about this, though?"
"I'd rather go live with my aunt and uncle in Missoula. That's
where we used to live. That's where all my old friends are."
"In Missoula? But you've made new ones, haven't you?"
"Yeah."
"Do you miss your aunt and uncle?"
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"Yeah. But they're not really my aunt or uncle. We just call
them that."
"Why is that?"
"My mom and dad have been real good friends with them since
before I was adopted."
"Do they have any children?"
"Yeah. Three. The oldest one doesn't live there anymore, but
Cas, she's the next oldest, her and me are friends."
"I see. Do they know your mother is thinking about putting you
in home schooling?"
"Yeah. My mom's been talking about teaching me at home for a
while now. They got mad and said she shouldn't, and that I could go
live with them if I wanted. But mom wouldn't let me."
"I see. Well, I'm glad to get to know you a little bit. Missy.
Thanks for talking with me. I see in your file that your mom has listed a
John and Karen for people to call in an emergency, but they live in
Missoula. Is that correct?"
"Yeah, I guess. That's my aunt and uncle I told you about."
"Oh, I see. Okay, well, you can get back to class, Missy. Thanks
again for talking with me. I hope we can talk again soon, okay?"
The girl nodded slightly, but looked uncomfortable. The two
stood up at the same time. Shaking her head after die retreating figure,
Margaret Stots packed up her briefcase and headed toward die office.
Her office, not some office loaned her for an impromptu meeting. She
hated that—hated deceiving people. "All for the greater good," she said
to herself. Turning, she decided to stop at the principal's office; She
gestured to the secretary who was talking on die phone, and who waved
her in. After greeting him with the usual pleasantries, she filled the
principal in on the details of her meeting with Missy.

"Well, Pete, I don't know what to tel, you. I know that you're
worried about the kind of environment she's living in, but there's
nothing we can do until someone comes up with some proof. There may
be some underlying things that she hinted at today, but really, you can't
expect her to open up to a perfect stranger, any more than you can
expect me to come up with proof to remove her from the home. Also, if
this is such a bad environment, why haven't the neighbors complained
about the way she neglects or abuses the boy?"
"I don't know, Margaret. I can't explain it. I know they've only
been here a short time, but nobody ever sees her mother. We see her
new red Mazda convertible places, but it's like she's afraid to be seen, or
too busy, or who knows? All I can tell you is that something is not right.
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The report from the neighbors only confirms it."
"Well, I'll look into it. There are some close friends here that
may be able to shine some light on it. I'll give them a call today, and see
what they have to say. I'll let you know if I come up with something."
She drove slowly to her office. It was early afternoon, with few
cars on the road. She couldn't help but share Pete's concern over the
welfare of these children. Neighbors don't complain that a parent is
neglecting or abusing their children at the drop of a hat. Besides, there
had been reports in the girl's school file from what looked like every
f town they lived in. Why hadn't anyone checked into this? Maybe they
had. The school's power was limited, and she was still waiting for the
file from Cut Bank's Social Services Department. They were the ones
who last had the file on the family.
She had reached the office without really realizing it, or making
conscious decisions or turns to get there. The building was old and
outdated. It had the stucco that they used in the old days to cover the
outside walls, and it was cracking and falling off in clumps all over the
building. Someone had parked in her space again. She sighed, then
seeing an opening on the street, decided to parallel park to squeeze the
car into the spot.
Once in her office, she saw that a stack of messages had come in
while she was gone. She ignored these, shoving them off to the side so
she could look through her mail. And there it was. The long-awaited
file. Dropping her briefcase and coat next to her desk, she sat down and
began to read.
For the next hour and a half, she read with astonishment about
the kind of life this girl had lived. According to the file, Missy had been
adopted at three years old only because she was part of a "set." Her
natural brother, then only a year, was what Missy's mother had really
wanted. So, to get the baby, she had taken the two of them.
While with their birth parents, these children had been starved
and neglected. The initial report showed that when taken from die
home, the boy's head had gotten flat on the back from lying in the same
position for so long. He had a bottle of curdled milk by his side, and his
hair was caked with urine, sugar, and food crumbs. His diaper had not
been changed in so long that the inner liner had pulled away from the
plastic because it was so heavy with urine and feces.
The girl had been in better shape. She could walk and had fed
herself and her brother by getting into a loaf of bread and coating pieces
of it with sugar. The slices that were left were getting mold on them, and
when Social Services had come to pick the children up, she had been
sitting in a dingy cabinet under the sink, eating a bowl of sugar. The
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children's parents were nowhere to be found, so they left a note and
started looking to place the children in foster homes.
When the parents suddenly disappeared, it was decided that the
children had to be adopted into a new family—one that would take care
of them, love them, and raise them properly. Prospective parents were
told that the children had been neglected and that the children might
have trouble adapting. Most couples rejected the children upon hearing
this. Although children were very much in demand, future parents
didn't want "damaged merchandise," which is how the children were
treated in many cases. One family, however, didn't mind die children's
background. One family had wanted a baby so badly that they would
take just about anything that came their way. They had really wanted
only one child, a baby, but the children could not be separated, they
were told, so they took them both home.
The troubles, it seemed, were not to end for the children, how
ever. At first, things were fine, but as the children got older, the reports
from neighbors had started flowing in. Report upon report had been
made of the adoptive parents treating the children poorly. One time it
was because a neighbor hadn't seen the little girl for over a week. She
had witnessed the mother's temper before, and knew that it flared up
sometimes over the smallest things. The neighbor had worried that the
child was sick, or being neglected, or worse yet, dead.
The investigation had been closed when an interview with the
mother disclosed that the child, Missy, had been punished for having too
many helpings at dinner one night. She had been banished to her room
for two weeks, and was allowed to leave her prison only to use the
restroom or eat a meal.
Apparently, because they had been starved, the children had
developed an attachment to food. They would eat until they almost
threw up if not stopped. Psychologists' reports confirmed that neglected
children will eat too much if not limited and retaught how to eat, and
how to know when to stop eating. It seemed like a legitimate reason for
disciplining the girl, and die mother, Jeri, was informed that her choice
of punishment had been a bit strict, and asked to try to revamp her
disciplinary techniques. Since she had been fully investigated before the
adoption, the department assumed she was a fit parent, and simply
frustrated with die children. The fact that she was an adoptive mother
had worked in her favor, and not just on this occasion.
Another report by another neighbor in another city was pro
claimed as "improbable" because no evidence was found. This neighbor
alleged that Jeri had spanked Missy so had that she had broken a
wooden spoon over her buttocks. Because Jeri denied it, and because
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they couldn't find the spoon, the department had to dismiss the problem.
Margaret noticed that one report of neglect had been submitted
to the department anonymously. The person or people who had filled
out this complaint had a whole store of information about Jeri. The
person making the complaint had said that Jeri spent money on herself
for manicures, perms, color treatments for her hair, and lots of clothes,
but the children wore jeans that had holes in the knees or corduroy pants
that were so thin on the seat that the color of die child's undergarments
could be see through diem. The complaint also alleged that the house
was filthy, that Jeri was always out, and that the children, then ages
seven and ten, were responsible for their own dinners. Even when she
was home, Jeri wouldn't cook for the children, yet they would get
spanked or sent to their rooms if the tried to cook something themselves.
One time, die complaint alleged, die children got in trouble for opening
a new loaf of bread to make sandwiches with, even though there was no
other bread in the house. The person also complained that the extra
helpings that the children were forbidden to take were seconds, not
fifths.
The person making the complaint begged the department to
investigate. And so they had. The department's policy was to call die
parents, inform them of the allegation, and set up an appointment for an
"in-home visit." When the social worker showed up, always the report
was the same. Jeri had baked some cookies, or a pie, and the house
smelled wonderful. The place was spotless, and Jeri hugged and kissed
the children die whole time. The children's father was never there.
Apparently he had a job that required him to miss most of the appoint
ments, but the rapport between Jeri and her children was a model of
perfection. So, each time a visit was made and a social worker satisfied,
no further investigation was made.
Another entry in Missy's file grabbed Margaret's attention.
Missy had been sent home from school one day with a note asking Jeri to
take her to a speech pathologist. Missy's teacher had noticed that she
still had trouble pronouncing her "r's" and "l's," even though the other
children had long outgrown the problem. Jeri had taken her in for
testing, and it was discovered that the neglect in Missy's past had
definitely slowed her progress, in social aspects as well as in mechanical
aspects, such as speech. The school's file had alerted Margaret of this
difficulty, and she had noticed that the girl spoke differently, as if she
were talking around an apple slice wedged in her mouth.
Glancing at the clock, Margaret flipped through her notes.
Finding the number, she dialed Missy's aunt and uncle in Missoula. "If
they can't help me, I don't know who can," she said to herself. She let it
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ring several times before she gave up. Stashing the number in her purse,
she determined to call them at home that night.
At home, Margaret made herself comfortable. She had taken off
her dress suit, and changed into a soft terrycloth bathrobe, with match
ing pink slippers that slipped on like ballet shoes. She sat on the couch
with a cup of herbal tea—apple cinnamon, her favorite—and tried to
think up a way of broaching the subject of Jeri and Missy to these
"relatives." "Baloney," she thought to herself. "I've got to do this. If I
don't take care of her, God knows nobody else will. You've done this
before. Just call."
The receiver seemed heavy, but she hoisted it to her ear, and
started pushing the buttons. Longdistance. She sighed. "The greater
good," she thought. After only two rings, they picked up the phone.
"Hello?" a woman's voice interrupted her thoughts. "Uh, yes, hello.
May I please speak with a Karen Allarim?"
"This is her."
"Hello, my name is Margaret Stots. I'm with die Social Services
Department in Helena. I was wondering if I could speak to you a
moment?"
"Sure. What about?"
"It's regarding a child here in Helena. I think you know the
parents, Jeri and Tim Smith?" Silence on the other end. Oh, please don't
freeze up now! I need you to help me—to help Missy!"
Quietly, "Yes?"
"Yes, I was wondering... I've got a file here from Social Services
there in Missoula. Apparently there have been some allegations of abuse
and neglect in that home. I was wondering if you could help me out,
maybe give me the names of some of these people that have filed re
ports."
"Well, I'm not sure, I... Jeri is my friend, and everyone that has
ever investigated has said that things are just fine there. Why open this
up now?"
"Mrs. Allarim, I don't know if you know or not, but Mrs. Smith
is considering taking Missy out of public school in order to do home
schooling with her. Missy's grades are poor as it is, and the school
officials are worried about the kind of education that she's going to get,
based on the past history of trouble. I am trying to find a way to keep
Missy in school so that she has a chance at a real life, in spite of its
beginning. Can't you help me?"
"Mrs... what did you say your name was?"
"It’s Miss. Miss Stots, but please, call me Margaret."
"Margaret, then. I have offered to take Missy into my home to
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go to school with my children. Jeri has made it very clear that she wants
to do home schooling. I can't change her mind. Once her mind is set,
she doesn't like people trying to change it for her. It's something about
her pride. She thinks that people don't think she can do it. Frankly, I
think she's doing it so she wouldn't have to worry about Missy getting
into trouble. That's why I don't understand why she won't let her come
here."
"Can you tell me anything about Mrs. Smith? How we can
maybe help Missy stay in school?"
"There's nothing that you could do, probably. Jeri doesn't like
the inconvenience of being a mother anymore. She's more devoted to
her work. Missy and Brian take care of themselves, and so does Tim.
They hardly ever see her. I doubt if Missy would ever see her either,
even if she were in home schooling."
"Why is that?"
"Jeri was supposed to take Missy to a speech therapist to help
her leam to say her "r's" and "l's" properly. It was going to cost a lot of
money and take a long time, so Jeri said she could do it herself. She
borrowed some books from die library, and tried to teach her. I don't
know if she got frustrated, or tired of it, or if it was too much of an
inconvenience to her, because we didn't live by her then. What I do
know is that her interest in it petered out after about two months. And
nobody's worked with Missy since. That's why my husband and I want
Missy to come here. We don't think that Jeri will stick with it long
enough to actually teach her anything."
"I see. Can you tell me if it is possible that Jeri may be neglect
ing Missy or her brother?"
"Brian is fine. She always liked him fine. I think if anything, it
would be neglect where Missy is concerned. There's some mental and
emotional abuse going on there, too."
"Why do you say that?"
"Because I've seen her make Missy take her clothes off, stand her
in a mirror, and say, 'What do you see?' Automatically, Missy said, 'I see
fat. Just fat I'm not pretty, I'm just fat.' Jeri would encourage her to
think this, at least then she did. We got in a pretty big fight over it, and I
think she stopped doing that. Missy stayed with us this summer,
though, and Jeri would come to visit. Our kids are welcome to eat or
have anything in the house. Anything that's here, they can have, unless
we say otherwise. Missy didn't really know how to react. She wait kind
of nuts. She ate and ate and ate. Then when Jeri came, she made Missy
get on the scale. If Missy had even gained one pound, Jeri was all over
her, asking her what the deal was, telling her she better not be eating us
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out of house and home and so on. I know that must be humiliating, for
sure. I'm not sure why she does it, though. Except she says that she
doesn't want us to have a bunch of extra costs involved in having Missy
stay here."
"What about school? Does Missy like school? Does Jeri realize
that her grades are very low?"
"I don't know. I don't know what she knows. She doesn't see
the real value of education. That's another thing that we've fought
about. She doesn't care if the kids go to school or not. She says that
when they get out in the real world they won't be able to just not go in
when they feel like it, so they might as well get their days off while they
can. Missy almost didn't get promoted to the next grade last year
because she missed so many days of school. She said she didn't under
stand why I was having such a cow about it—-all she cares about is what
Missy is doing when she's not at school."
"Does she have any reason to be worried?"
"My daughter, Cas, said that Missy told her she wanted to have
a baby to love. So she could have somebody that would love her, no
matter what. The fact is, next year she's going to be eighteen, and she's
not going to be under her mother's thumb anymore. She just might get
pregnant. Right now Jeri gets her the Pill so if she is having sex, at least
she's not getting pregnant. Really, she hasn't been taught common
sense. She doesn't get hints, doesn't understand why I get frustrated
with her when she doesn't pick up after herself, or when she just sits
there while the rest of us are cleaning. She would watch TV all day and
night, if you let her. She's not responsible. She lost her checkbook, she
always is getting overdraft notices, she doesn't deposit her paychecks
before she writes checks, nothing. She just doesn't have common sense.
It's difficult to teach her responsibility when her mother is such a poor
example. The other day, I found out she doesn't even use toilet paper,
and takes a shower only every third day, and that's if you're lucky. How
do you teach a seventeen-year-old personal hygiene—things she
should've learned years ago?"
"Hmm. How do you think we could help her?"
"I don't know. We have tried to get Jeri to let her come live with
us, but so far she hasn't relented. I really don't understand it, because
the whole summer while Missy was here, Jeri was writing letters to her
saying that she missed her but that tilings were a lot quieter and nicer
around there with her gone. I've tried talking to her. Lazy as Missy is,
we still would like to try to give her every chance possible. We try to set
good examples, and I think she's picked up a little, but by the time next
summer rolls around, she'll be back to her old habits and we'll be back to
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square one. I'll try to talk to her again, but I can't ever even guess how
Jeri will react."
"I see. Well, thanks, Mrs. Allarim. You've been a big help. I do
appreciate it."
"Certainly. I'm sorry I couldn't help more."
"No problem. Thanks again. Goodbye."
"Goodbye." Placing the receiver back on the hook, Karen
couldn't help feeling sorry for Missy. She always felt compromised
between feeling sorry for her and being frustrated with her. She had to
remind herself often when dealing with Missy that it wasn't her fault she
was ignorant, irresponsible, and had no idea how to help herself. Break
ing her train of thought, the phone rang again. "Hello?" she said, sur
prised.
"Karen! It's Jeri. You're never going to believe this! I'm so mad
I could spit! Missy's pregnant!"
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Cedric
by Kathleen Curd Rau

You won't believe it. I don't know what the world is coming to.
They took him under the white glare of 240 fluorescent lights. It could
have been revenge, but none of us knows. That's the way it is here.
They never tell us anything. We might begin to trust our own judgment
if we were treated as equals, and one thing management hates is being
second-guessed. So... we have to piece things together—what one
person or another has seen or heard. We know a little more each time a
shift changes and new information arrives via a quick visit at the time
clock with a meat-cutter, produce man, or box-person. "Cedric II" is the
foremost topic of conversion right now.
Brenda said that when you thought about it, out thieves were
pretty timid compared to the ones that took Cedric I. Cedric I was a
moose with a twelve-foot span of antlers. He belonged to a couple in
Boulder. She was a fragile young bride and he was a solid hunting store
owner. She decided that even though she "came late to it,"" she was
going to love the things her husband loved, so she named his trophy
Cedric with a long 'e' and mourned when it was stolen. That was 30
years ago, but the fragile elderly woman said our elk head reminded her
of Cedric, something about the expression, no doubt. And the stretch
mount which made him look long in the nose. Most elk heads are
mounted to look upright, but Cedric II leaned out over the main flow of
traffic in the front end. Most of us thought he looked just too immediate,
with his mouth two feet above people's heads.
Ellen said that the spike wasn't strong enough to hold Cedric's
record 125 pound mount, TTie guys who put him up had to drill two
holes in the metal on the back of his frame and fasten him to the wall
with "super bolts." She said it was funny to watch three men weave
around under the spike trying to set Cedric in place. You know what it's
like trying to match a picture to a nail on a wall.
The thieves were consummate planners, but they had to be in an
awful rush. There's die broken glass in die top door window and the
dent in the center door support where Cedric's lowest points would have
jutted out from their shoulders. No matter how they turned him, he was
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an awkward package taking more space than his four-foot rack span
would indicate. The general manager said he was at least five feet tall
from the neck up because of the way he had been stretched out. How
many did it take to steal him? There had to be at least four. Three to
steady him while a fourth unbolted him from the wall. The night
stockmen heard the door alarm two times, but a couple of the thieves
could have walked in and out together.
The video rentals had kept Craig running from stocking the milk
cooler to die camera bar until 2:30 a. m. He was helping out while Ed
took his break and just wanted to put a few consecutive gallons of milk
on the shelf before they began to warm. The robbers must have spent
hours patiently timing the night crew and charting a routine. They knew
that Craig would work ten minutes before he checked the front, because
most people don't wait for a checker to appear after 12:00 a. m. They
come walking sown the aisles as soon as they finish shopping, some of
them ready to lecture the first person they see wearing an apron and a
name tag. They don't have an idea of die extra jobs each "malingering"
employee finds listed on the schedule every night.
Notes! Notes! Notes! The bane of late-night work. You can't
talk reasonably with a note and explain that a busload of high-school
basketball fans stopped by on their way out of town just before some
telepathic message flashed through the collective subconscious of all
those who did not attend Friday night games—saying, "Rent a movie.
Stop by for a free cookie sample and cruise the aisles." Add in the late
night, overflowing cart, coupon shoppers, the regulars picking up a few
small things, the petty cigarette filchers and when does anyone have
time to finish a list of jobs, not to mention guard a six-point bull elk
head?
It's likely things don't go any smoother for thieves than die
"poor working stiff." The thieves had to bring in their own step-ladders
as the store doesn't leave any on the aisles. Store management is careful
about whom they allow on step-ladders. Not everyone can get up and
down one without losing concentration and dropping something,
possibly on a customer—or falling. Both accidents up store insurance.
Management may make mistakes in personnel promotions, but they
know who to keep off step-ladders.
The boxboys say there had to be at least one more accomplice for
a lookout and possibly another to hand up tools. You'd have thought it
would have bothered diem to have Cedric II eyeing them. There's no
conscience in that type. Cedric is probably in good condition. If he had
fallen on top of diem, they and Cedric would all have been there when
Greg finished die milk and walked up to check on things. "Wouldn't
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their friends have helped them?" Barb asked.
"Are you kidding?" Elizabeth laughed. "There would have
been a crash you could hear clear around the block. They would have
kicked up their heels and run."
"That's right," interposed Irene. "They're never going to find
that thing for the same reason they'd leave their friends behind. They'd
rather be shot than go to jail for helping to steal a bull elk head."
One of the box-boys chimed in, "Anything over 350 dollars is a
felony. Whoever owned that head is mad."
Aaron walked up with a stack of large bags, shook his head as he
filled the checkstand and said with a pleasant grin, "They'd prosecute to
the max."
It's kind of sobering to imagine facing a prison population of
armed robbers and frequent assault perpetrators with the story that you
were captured when you dropped a trophy head. They're right. Cedric
is gone for good, lost forever to the Stuffed to the Gills (and Ears) Taxi
dermy Studio. The crime might have had repercussions for the night
crew's jobs—except that they are a special breed. Which leads back to
notes.
Notes are inflexible. You cross off the job as done or you don't
go home. It's amazing how easy it is for a fellow just finishing his day to
list twice as much work as he can do into the next guy's day. This rests
on the principle that if there isn't enough time to finish a job or if the day
crew for one reason or another doesn't want to cooperate with manage
ment, someone else will do it. The someone else is the night crew. They
are the tie-up loose ends, fix mistakes, do the rest of the job people. Why
would anyone want this kind of work? There are a few—a very few—
advantages to late-night grocery work, but they are significant.
There is no boss but the night foreman and he is usually pretty
careful not to act like a boss. He might decide in three months that he is
tired of dealing with fake I.D.s, shoplifters, notes and runs to the video
computer from the far end of the store. Then his fellow stockman takes
on his job and is expected to act with similar tact and discretion. Thus,
night crews are fairly democratic in dealing out work and privileges.
II. They can hear the music without commercial interruption
and the store management is aware of their preferences.
III. The deli girls leave one last fresh pot of coffee on the
counter, which is a real perk, because it’s the only form of hot food
available until the next morning. Eating hot meals at 10:00 p.m. throws
off die human system more than unusual sleep patterns.
IV. It is a great feeling to pick up a paycheck on a hectic Friday
afternoon and walk out as the day crew glances up admiringly.
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So how does a night crew retain its dignity when something like
this happens on their shift? Of course, we cannot know for sure how
they feel about the situation. They seldom give their opinions to any but
fellow stockmen and when they do, it is with caution and reserve. They
are outside and somewhat above the roiling fonrent of store gossip and
intrigue and prefer to stay there. Do they admire the nerve and ambition
of the scoundrels? Possibly. They stand alone, away from the world of
props and promotions. Their part in grocery is essential. They get the
product on tire shelf or none of us makes a living. No mere felony can
affect their status. If they meet the owner of the taxidermy shop, they
will commiserate in low, gentlemanly tones over the loss and might be
led to talk a little about hunting and other great trophy heads they've
seen.
However, it will be up to the day crew to pass final judgment on
tire event and to miss Cedric. He was a great topic of conversation and
enlivened the daily routine by his arresting presence. The marauders
now carry a double weight of guilt and suspicion. A Cedric is an object
of envy. Who knows how many walls he will grace, how many times he
will change hands, what myths and legends will surround his history?
Unlike a diamond, Cedric will show wear and eventually lose value
along with his hair. He may end up a prop again, something to dangle
cat toys from for tire amusement of manic kittens and languid tabbies.
But until then he has, as the lady from Boulder perceived, the dignity
befitting a Cedric.
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The Road to Runge-Kutta
by Mike Gamble

In all the cycles of madness, one thing remains clear: the un
thinkable thought which is the reality of being, the heart of all things
undone.
On a day in the night, as the year grows dim, suffers RungeKutta, where the air too screams. Where blackened rivers cut the bleed
ing sky and shadows of ghosts swim the earth. There are hells of the
body and hells of the mind, but here is a hell for hell itself, a waiting for
the waiting to come.
A youth in black sits ageless, shrouded beneath the horror of the
Is, face hidden from the swirling void. His every thought is a wound cut
deeper, his every memory a scar; not on the flesh of the world to come
but on die mind of die world that was. He waits in hunger, in solitude,
in pain; in back of tomorrow, in the lap of the now. Till at last there
appeared on the distant horizon, a wanderer over his shoulder. After
many days walk the stranger drew nigh, till at last he reached the
prostrate one. Starded from his thoughts, the boy looked up, a hand
some and youthful face, and gazed upon the dark of Man.
T'was the face of God turned inside out, lord of the insane,
keeper of the rings. Humbly dressed in the rags of the dead, but the
tears of widows burned in his veins. The world groaned with his
massless weight, in whom the hourglass rests. Seer of all things, bearer
of words, he spoke from a thousand eyes. A sage was he, seat of gifts
unwanted, peering out through bloodstained lips.
"Pardon me," he said, smiling, "are you the one they call Prince
of Darkness, Lord of Abominations, The Desolate One, Lucifer, Anti
christ, The Cloven Hoof, Angel of Light, Destroyer of Souls, Giver of Sin
unto the World, Killer of Truth, Defiler of the Innocent Womb, The
Nameless One, Stainer of Flesh, Seat of Despair, Azreal, Heironymous,
The Unspeakable, God of All that is Unholy?"
The youth was taken aback with flattery and surprise. He
replied, "Why yes... yes I am."
"Thank you," the sage smiled. He turned and became one with
the turning.
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The youth sprang forth on heels of desire, casting no shadow on
the fiery air, leaving no print in the sand. For as all things cast shadows
so too is he cast, by the shadows of shadows not seen in this world, by
tiie footprint of dark in the light. Catching up to the sage he stopped by
the road and lifting his hood said thus:
"Please sir, perhaps you can help me. For I am heaped with a
terrible burden, being evil incarnate, ender of worlds, killer of men and
all that. I have a great task ahead but I know not how to go about it or
even begin. I want to lay countless children to death in their beds. I
want to rape and scar the beautiful and the just. I want to see the pain in
the eyes and the blood on the lips. I want to tear open the stomachs of
the believers and feed them on their own stinking bile, spitting in their
putrid faces for their love of hope, forcing them to praise my name as
their sons are slaughtered and their daughters made whores. 1 want all
these beautiful things but I am not experienced in die ways of the world,
I have not the knowledge to bring them about Can you help me find the
answers I seek? I beg of your wisdom, kind sage."
The stranger's eyes burned like fire, cutting black holes in the
fabric of night. Mountains quivered on the tip of his tongue and oceans
boiled at his feet.
"Do you pledge loyalty to die power to give face to the Death of
Soul?" The youth stood erect, his jaw firm as granite.
"Yes I do!"
"Then join me. For now is the killing day. A haunting breath on
the wind of time, giving shape to the Is of forever. On these hours
stands the rune, a disappearing sign, of the shadow of die black in the
light, a dying of the light on the heels of die unborn, fulcrum of the
razor's edge. All things come to be in die suchness of the Of and the way
of the sending of die word. The bringing of the pain to the wearer of the
cloak shall herald die undoing of the mind, as the warding glimpses of
eternity spring youthful amid clusters of the Were. Speak not to the flesh
of the dawn as the shattered of the day stalk wounded to the night. Look
only on the tongues of the sleeper and the one, bringing life to the death
and tears to the eyes, a cry on the wings of Valhalla. Come with me,
Dark One, to die place of abandonment and woe. Come with me in
search of Killer Waldo, the one true God and forger of worlds. He is the
knowledge you seek; the answer to all questions, the quencher of all
thirsts. Come with me, Prince, and we shall meet the task well. Let us
give face to the Death of Soul."
And so they went. They travelled the paths of seemingly endless
time, occupying all points in space simultaneously, dwelling in die
nothingness of infinite substance, outside of totality, the ironshod blood
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of their veins. A warm analog radiance, dimensionless, vibrating at their
feet, speaking the unspeakable empty that is the being of the real.
Moving through space as through ether of mind, an edifying discourse
on the facticity of the id, spherical, illuminated, a bringing of the seeking
of the One. Unified as the tides, the raising of the sun, on wires that
stretched millennia dirough fog and through shade, unmoving, unend
ing they went.
Wayward in time, on the crushing day, arose a scent of death on
the hill of the skull. Amid the ruin of the downfall of Man slept a figure
on a fountain of blood. A warrior, a fighter, clad in iron and lead. The
faintest trace of beauty was but a scar on the hide, his beard a nation of
woes. The man awoke and rose slow to his feet, his bones creaking with
age and wear. He said nothing, did nothing, his face molded in clay. He
stared at his visitors calm as the wind that blows 'tween die borders of
Hell.
"Who are you?' asked the youthful one, made uneasy by this
queer stranger, alone in the wasteland as he was.
"IamOoga. IamBooga.
I am the face that threatens you.
I am the Grim Reaper. I am die Devil.
I kill for my survival.
I am without boundaries.
I am the darkness. 1 am the knower of all things,
I am that which is and is not.
I am the beginning and the end.
I am the destroyer, I am the trier of men's souls.
I know no fear, no pity, no pain.
I am without boundaries."
He reached to his side and drew out a gleaming blade from the
sheath of night. It shone with a crystalline brilliance the likes of which
they had never seen before.
"Behold what I now wield! This sword is unlike any other. I
wield it with might and call it by name. Its name is Entropy. Listen now
and hear of its power:
"Entropy is the devourer of all things.
Entropy is the death of eternity.
Entropy snuffs out the brightest stars and kill babes in their
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:ribs.
Entropy seeks out Time, chases it down dark alleyways, robs it
of all its lustre and leaves it for dead.
Entropy turns monuments into dust, sunlight into ashes, tears
into ice.
Entropy crushes the heavens beneath its feet.
Entropy is the slayer of angels, breaking their wings and spilling
their blood.
Entropy turns prayers into silence.
Entropy is a vicious hound bred to guard the gates of the uni
verse but which comes back to dine on the flesh of its master.
Entropy is a hunger which cannot be satisfied.
Entropy says "Let there be darkness," and there is.
Entropy seeks out Mother Earth, strips her of her beautiful
raiment, rapes her with savage brutality and murders her, cold and
alone.
Entropy turns love into memories.
Entropy is spoken from the mouth of God.
Entropy is a howl of defeat.
Entropy is a dying scream.
Entropy is how the world ends.
"Hear me now, for here is wisdom: Throw away your love, take
back your faith, be gone with all your puny hope, and TREMBLE!!
Tremble as Truth stares you in the face and is not so beautiful as mother
told you it would be!!"
The sage lifted his face, one of many, and replied, "We are the
walkers on this road, the road to Runge-Kutta. We bask in the Truth of
the Great Prophecy which is the word of Killer Waldo: 'Seek not the
death of the flesh, for flesh requireth death, lest it not be made whole.
Seek only the power of the Death of Soul, the ultimate and everlasting
negation. That it be made real requires one who is without appearance
and without being, for these are corrupters of the unreal. The chosen
one follows one command and one command only: Give face to die
Death of Soul!'"
"I do not understand the mutterings of madmen and fools, but I
would gladly follow in pursuit of the highest and truest realization of the
beauty of death. Let us go together and give face to the Death of Soul,
for the blood of things mortal proves bitter in my mouth and the butch
ering of innocence grows dull."
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That is how the two were made three, the three were made one,
and the one made whole, boundless in the seeking of the way. This is
the seeking of the narrow way come, which lies in the fullness of the
void, where none have gone and the going is none, a pleading of the
darkness to die. Their very being a wound cut deeper, their every
moment a scar. Things unseen and undone were made nought, the
killing day soon was at hand. Till at last they came to journey's end, and
ending of endings and all. They stood on a precipice, a great cliff
overlooking the edge of the world they knew. Beyond there was only
____, and absence of absence, devoid of nothingness and none. A
privation of "There is" on the surface of the empty, a hole tom in the
fabric of the void.
"What is this place you have brought us to? What is the mean
ing of this all?" shouted the warrior, hungry to give violence to mind.
"This is the meaning which has brought you here," exclaimed
the sage, glowing tongue and silken face, a weaving of the distant in the
dawn. "This is the truth which surrounds, being of the spoken word.
You have travelled far, seeking the radiance of Killer Waldo, seeking a
dying of the light. But hear what I say and hear well: Killer Waldo is no
God, no transcendent reality, no being, no real. He is each one of you, a
realization in the thing of the face, an infinitesimal in the oneness of the
All, he is nowhere but the hell of the imagination as are we all in this
stinking tomb of Man. Where is Runge-Kutta? A continent? A world?
FOOLS!!
"The place where we stand is nowhere but in the head of a
madman, behind the weary eyes of an Earthbound fool! The very
substance from which you are made is a thought in a deluded brain,
clouded with Prozac and all the ills of human history. Where can we
find the knowledge we seek? Who will give face to tire Death of Soul? I
tell you this: We have already found it! For in all your folly, your
ignorance and need you have lived every day of your lives in the ulti
mate and everlasting negation. You have never existed, never have,
never will. You, my friends, are the breeding and the bred. You are the
Death of Soul!"
With those words a shock came over the group. The young
prince stepped back, his jaw gaped open; he could not speak, not move,
not think; tears welled in his eyes. The warrior's face twisted in confu
sion and horror, a look which was quickly replaced with one of unthink
ing rage. His teeth ground down to stumps, his fist clenched to bone,
blood gushing from his eyes as he stared, a thousand daggers piercing,
blackened rivers in the heart of the sage.
"You, sir, are a liar and a bastard. I will now show you the
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truest meaning of death. Prepare to be raped by the blade!"
Drawing his sword the warrior struck a massive blow, deep to
the heart of die skull. The sage fell bleeding through time and through
space, collapsing suns in the bowels of the earth. He squirmed wormlike
in the hemorrhaging sand, scrabbling on hands and knees from the
nowhere to come.
"Crawl now like the worm that you are and feel the death as it
comes. Did you enjoy the death? Did it come well to you? Take now of
your final breaths, and be raped in the beauty of die skull."
As the young one looked on helplessly the warrior planted his
sword deep in the earth and grabbed the sage by the head. Plucking out
the eye from its socket he made savage love to the great sage's skull.
With animal thrusts he loved him, amid hideous screams and clotting of
blood. "Your face is like a virgin womb, old man, deflowered in the
blood of your master. Your useless screams are like tender nuptials.
Recite them as you die!"
The warrior dropped him like a corpse and stripped him of his
rags. "Now old man you will be a woman to me. Before your flesh
grows cold feel the pain of one last loving." With that the warrior had
him in the dirt. The air filled with the sounds of tearing flesh as the
ancient seat of wisdom was penetrated, his bowels filled with violence
and the burning seed of hate. Laughing, the warrior got to his feet, "I'm
afraid I have ruined you for other men, old fool. It is just as well." He
pulled his blade from the soil. "You have just now uttered your last
breath. Die well, cretin!"
He raised his sword to strike but was knocked off balance by a
blow from the side. The warrior swung round and knocked the young
one to the ground with a savage blow of his fist. Dazed, the youth
struggled to get to his feet, a haze of confusion in his eyes. "You think
yourself man enough to face me, boy? I've killed more nations than you
have drawn breaths! I've taken more flesh than God has yet made! Look
yonder to your dreaming, old fool." The sage lay in a pool of blood,
clawing at the shaken earth, a living wound where his body used to be.
The warrior smiled devilishly, "He took the rape well. But you
son, you will suffer as none has suffered before." The youth stepped
backward, trembling and unable to speak. The warrior raised his sword
and took aim. "Prepare now for the Death of Soul, the word made flesh,
the Truth made clear. This!" he pointed to the blade, "This is the knowl
edge you seek. TAKE IT WELL!!!!"
The warrior thrust forward with force unbridled, a rage, a
horror, a tearing of the mind's eye. His sword cleaved deeply into the
youth, piercing his heart and emerging from his back. The youth's black
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robe ran wet with blood, the light of the sun fell heavy with gore. The
two men stared deep into each other’s eyes; in one's a hunger of savage
amusement, in the other a dying terror. The youth's face contorted,
paled and darkened. His breath was stopped in its lungs.
Suddenly, as if summoned by name, the sky darkened. The
earth began to tremble and a burning wind rose, tearing fire world from
its roots. The look on the youth's face began to change, from one of pain
to one of wicked pleasure. A hideous grin spread on his lips and a fiery
stream of hate poured from his animal eyes. So hideous a look that the
warrior stepped back, an icicle of fear touched his iron heart. The
youth's hand darted out and wrapped around his throat, his fingers
sinking deep into the flesh. The fear of the incomprehensible became as
wisdom to his veins, his blood music to dark and young ears.
"Seek not the death of the flesh," hissed the youth through teeth
of blood, "For flesh requireth death, lest it not be made whole." The
sword which still hung in his chest suddenly began to change. It became
as liquid, melting and flowing till it assumed a new form, a form more
revolting than men have the minds to withstand. It was a living beast, a
putrid flesh of sores and blights. Its eyes were the entrails of a rotting
corpse, its claws the thorns of black rose, a million fangs snarled in a
thousand mouths, and its breath hung like acid in the. air.
"Now, brutish soul, take leave of your flesh, for this boy is
become a man. Suffer the insufferable death you have wrought, and
know the unknowable pain. The Truth is made clear, the end made
complete, the screaming hour made Hell. But fear not, for you are a
truly great man, and I know you will take it well."
With that the youth began to strip the fiend of his skin, separat
ing flesh from bone. The agonized squeals of the once mighty one
caused the heavens to muffle their ears. When the meat was gone and
the bone lay bare all that remained was a pale and puny soul. The youth
laughed loud as thunder for under the hide of this mightiest foe lay a
weakling, a shadow of a man.
With a mighty swing he tossed the naked soul over the abyss,
into the hollow of the____. The screams tumbled away and were
silenced by distance, drowned under oceans of time. The youth now
turned to the wounded sage and eyed him with mild delight. The sage
had come back to his senses and seen, had witnessed the horrible denud
ing. He crawled on weak arms and battered, bruised legs as the youth
approached cross the way.
"That it be made real requires one without appearance and
without being, for these are corrupters of the unreal."
The sage struggled to his feet with unknowable pain in every
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comer of the bleeding soul. Summoning strength from the depths of the
will he tried to run, to where he knew not. The beast that writhed in the
heart of the dead licked its lips and pounced. In its place remained only
a black and empty hole, a brilliance shone without light; a million
universes turned in their wheels, dried blood on every star. The beast
fell upon the sage and tore into die flesh, rent and shredded and had, bits
and pieces of raw meat screamed for their master even as they were tom
from his side. The beast devoured and gnawed at the soul of the world,
filling its belly on wine and roses.
"You were wrong old man, I am not a phantasm. I am the
realest of all reals, I am the source of the forever in the dying of the
word. Look long at my face, my handsome and youthful face, for it is
the face of die Death of Soul." The beast, having finished its meal, ran
back and perched itself on the shoulder of its master. Closing his robe to
hide the empty within, die youth walked slowly away, back to his rock
where he sat once again, no longer unsure of himself, no longer
unwhole, all things complete.

In all the cycles of madness, one thing remains clear: the un
thinkable thought which is the reality of being, the heart of all tilings
undone. Here suffers Runge-Kutta, where die air too screams, where the
dark one waits once more.
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New Beginnings
by Georgia Bamicoat

As Casey dressed, she looked at her reflection in the bedroom
mirror. A bruise was forming on her eye, and her cheek was starting to
swell. Bringing her hand to her face, she remembered the pain. How am
I supposed to go to church looking like this? Maybe 1 can say I walked into a
wall. Oh sure, like anyone will believe that! God this hurts. It feels like myface
is going to explode.
Yesterday afternoon, Casey had walked down Last Chance
Gulch to the movie theater. The Gaslight Cinema was still showing Steel
Magnolias. James had said he wouldn't go with her, but since he
wouldn't let her have any friends, she had decided to ask him again.
That's what started the fight. Casey wanted to go to the movie matinee
after church, but James felt the movie was a waste of time.
"Too many uppity women that don't know their place. That's
all that movie is about. I'm not going to waste my time and money on
that junk. You aren't going either," James had bellowed from the
bathroom. He was taking a hot steam bath, trying to sweat away the
nagging hangover from the previous night's tailgate party.
Casey took a deep breath and tried again. "Oh James, come on,
please? I got paid last night. I'll treat you to the movie, and even pay for
the popcorn and your Milk Duds. We can even stop by The Pocket on
the way home, if you want. We could play some pool and keno. So,
what do you say? Please?"
"God damn it woman, I said NO! What part of no don't you
understand? Jesus, you are like talking to a mule. I ain't going to no
damn sissy movie." James took the plug out of the tub drain, stood up
and grabbed his towel. "But since you got paid, what say we go to The
Pocket and shoot a few? Maybe I can hustle us a few drinks."
"You know I can't drink. The doctor said it's bad for the baby.
You know that. Besides, I don't want to go if I can't go to my movie."
Casey finished dressing for church and walked into the bathroom to put
on her makeup. "It's a steam bath in here, I can't even see the mirror."
"What do you need to see the mirror for? I told you I don't like
you putting that crap on your face. You look like a slut."
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"I do not! Everyone wears makeup. It doesn't make you look
cheap. Besides, your Mom wears it." Casey grinned at her remark. She
knew she got him on that one.
"Bet you think you're pretty cute."
"No, I'm sorry, I didn't mean it. I won't wear any makeup." She
put down die eyeshadow and grabbed her toothbrush.
"I don't know why you're wasting your time going to church.
The priests sin more than the people they're supposed to be saving."
"That's not fair. You haven't even met die new Father. He's real
nice and asks about you all die time. He says he wants to meet you.
Besides, your family never misses a Sunday." Casey squeezed die
toothpaste out of the tube. A dollop landed on the sink. She looked back
at James, who was turned toward die toilet. She grabbed a Kleenex,
quickly wiped up the toothpaste and made like she had to sneeze.
"Bless you. Throw it in, I'm almost finished anyway."
Carefully putting the toothpaste on her brush, Casey tried to
think of a way she could get out of the house. Last week, there was a
really nice woman at church that came over and started talking with her.
Her name was Janice. She had a little girl, just 3 months old, and let
Casey hold her. They talked about pregnancy, and the hopes and
dreams they had for their children. Janice asked for Casey's phone
number, so they could meet during the week for coffee. Casey knew
better; James would have a fit if someone called for her. She said they
didn't have a phone, but would love to visit more next Sunday.
It has been a long time since I had a girlfriend to talk to. I hope she will
be there today. Maybe she will go to the movies with me.
"Hey," James called out on his way to the kitchen, "where's your
purse? I need some cash. And where the hell is the beer? Can't you get
your ass to the store for some lousy beer?!"
"My purse is on the table in the front room. I bought beer last
night You and your buddies drank it when you got home." She hoped
he'd go to the neighbors to get some beer. If he did, he wouldn't make it
home for hours. He wouldn't even know she was gone, as long as she
make it back in time to start dinner.
"Come on, let's go."
"Go where?"
"We're going to B&B to get some beer. Boy, are you dense
today. You can pick up something for dinner. The guys are coming over
tonight, so you'll have to stock up."
Oh great, how am I supposed to get out of this?
"James, we talked about this. We can't have your friends over
here until after the baby is bom. Hie doctor said second hand smoke
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will hurt the baby."
"Damn it, woman! If I want to have my friends over, they are
coming over! Who the hell do you think you are, telling me who I can
and can't have in my own house?!" James was starting to pace around
the front room, trying to find her purse.
"I'm not going to buy beer and food for your buddies with my
hard earned money. I told you I'm going to church." I hate it when he has
a hangover. I wish he was still passed out. OH! What was that?
"James, come here! Hurry!"
James came running into the bathroom. "What's wrong? Is
there another mouse?" He looked over the floor and behind the shower
curtain.
"No dummy, here." Casey grabbed James' hand and placed it
over her swollen belly. "There, did you feel it? There it is again! That's
our baby." Casey looked into James' eyes, full of pride and wonder.
"That's our baby? Feels like a frog." He knelt down and put his
ear to her belly. "Hey little froggy, you in there? Want to come out and
play with me and your ma?"
Casey smiled and made a deep sigh. His anger was stifled. She
just knew he'd be different when the baby was bom. He would never hit
the mother of his children. After all, James had always been a momma's
boy. He idolized her and thought she could do no wrong. Besides that,
he hated how his father treated her. He'd never hurt a mother.
"Hey little baby, I love you. Can you kick for daddy? There!
Did you feel it? This kid's going to be a field goal kicker!"
Casey put her hand on James' head and smiled. "Come on
James, let's go to church. Then you can meet Father Halverson. Maybe
we can get married before the baby is bom."
"Damn it!" James jumped up and knocked Casey back over the
toilet. "I told you I don't want to go to church! We are going to get some
beer and you are going to make dinner for my friends!"
Casey stifled her tears as she tried to get up. "I'm going to
church and there isn't anything you can do about it, James. If you don't
let me go, I'll tell your mother." Her face was firm, but her eyes betrayed
her fear.
"Don't you dare! You good for nothing bitch!" James grabbed
her hair and yanked her up. "You talk back to me and you ask for it."
James raised his hand, clenched his fist, and slammed Casey across the
mouth. Still holding her hair, he flung her against the counter.
"Stop! Please, James, the. baby." Casey covered her stomach,
blocking James' blows. She couldn't block them all.
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When Casey woke up, it was one in die afternoon. She had been
out for three hours. She looked down at her clothes. Her only good
dress was tom into rags. She tried to get up; the pain wrenched in her
back. She grabbed her back with her hands. Her hands grazed the floor
and came up wet She looked at her hands, then at the floor. Casey was
sitting in a pool of blood. She lifted her skirt.
Oh no! I'm bleeding! The baby!
She tried to stand, but the pain in her back was too great. She
rolled over on her stomach and crawled out of the bathroom and down
die hall to die kitchen. Using a chair, she pulled herself up. She reached
for the phone and dialed 911. There was no ring. Hanging up, she tried
again. No ring. She hung up and listened for a dial tone. The phone
was dead. She looked down the wall to see die phone cord had been
yanked out of its socket. The prong was broken. Casey made her way
into the front room. Her purse was gone, and so were her keys.
I need to get help. My baby needs help.
She made her way across the room and out the door. At the top
of the stairs, Casey saw her neighbor coming home. She opened her
mouth to call out, and her sight grew black.
Casey woke up in a dark room. The only light came from the
heart monitor to her right.
"Good morning and welcome back! You gave us quite a scare."
Casey focused her eyes and could make out a figure standing next to her.
"My name is Mark. I am your nurse. You are at St. Peter's Hospital.
Can you tell me your name?"
"Casey. What happened?"
"It seems you took quite a fall. What's your Mother's name?"
"Pamela. What fall? I don't understand. How did I get here?"
"Your neighbor came home just in time to see you fall down the
stairs. She called the ambulance and they brought you here. Can you
tell me your name?"
"It's Casey, I already told you!"
"I know, you did good. Your heart rate is fine, and so is your
blood pressure. I'll go get the doctor. Her name is Dr. Brandon. You'll
like her. She's been with you since you came in."
Mark left to get the doctor and Casey tried to get her bearings.
She found the television remote and turned it on. The light filled the
room.
I am so tired. How long have I been here? Oh, what pretty flowers! I
wonder who they arefrom? I wish that doctor would hurry so I can go home. I
have to go buyfoodfor dinner tonight. James is going to be real mad. I better
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think up a good excuse. I know, I'll make his fav...
"Casey! You scared die life out of me! How are you feeling?"
Dr. Brandon walked into the room and picked up Casey's wrist to take
her pulse.
"Janice, what are you doing here?"
"See my tag? I'm your new doctor." Janice put Casey's wrist
down and checked the heart monitor. "You know, I would have settled
for meeting you over a cup of coffee. You didn't need to dive down a
flight of stairs. So, how do you feel? Any pain?"
"My head hurts, and so does my stomach. My stomach? How's
my baby, is it okay?"
Janice looked down to where the blanket covered Casey's
stomach. Her eyes welled up and a tear fell onto the blanket. She dried
her eyes and said, "I'm sorry, Casey. There was nothing I could do. The
baby was gone before you made it here. I am so, so sorry."
Casey's hands traced over her still swollen belly. Caressing her
stomach, her mind wandered... Good bye little one. I’m sorry we never got
to meet properly. I loved you with all my heart. Oh, God, I am so sorry!
Janice held Casey tight in her arms and felt her pain. From what
she could tell, Casey didn't have anyone. Her boyfriend's mother had
brought some flowers over the first day, but never returned. It had been
four days of no calls and no other visitors. The nurse had called die
Battered Women's Shelter, but they said they could only send someone
over if die patient wanted help filing a report, if she woke up.

Over the next three days, Casey and Janice became good friends.
Janice came to see her before rounds and stayed with her at night until
she fell asleep. Other than the loss of her child, which she still didn't talk
about, Casey was recovering fairly quickly and was ready to go home. A
policewoman came by every day to see if Casey wanted to press charges.
Casey always said no. She just wanted to go home.

Casey signed the release papers and called a cab. Janice had
brought her an outfit to wear home. Casey liked it. It was pretty enough
for church. They had said their good byes before rounds and promised
to keep in tough. For the first time in many years, Casey felt she had a
friend who loved her. Everything was going to be all right. The miscar
riage hadn't caused any permanent physical damage. Her dream of a
house full of children was still possible. The cab picked her up and
Casey asked to be taken to Last Chance Gulch. She wanted to walk
down fiie mall and see the children playing.
Casey headed down the mall, enjoying the feel of the sun. She
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saw the children playing on the trolley car. Her hands came up and
rested on her stomach. Just then, a little girl ran up to her and asked
what had happened to her face. Casey looked into a store window and
saw the leftover bruises and split lip. She turned away from the window
and started to walk home. Passing an apple stand, she picked out the
biggest and took a big bite. The juice stung her lip, and she smiled. She
didn't even mind the pain. From this moment on she was starting a new
life. No more James, no more bruises, and no more hiding. Head held
high, she turned around an waved a cheerful good bye to the little girl.
Casey felt glad to be alive. Walking up the stoop to her apart
ment, the smell of the lilacs made her dizzy. She picked a few for her
kitchen, brought them to her nose and inhaled the sweet scent of spring.
Never had the grass looked so green, nor the flowers so beautiful. She
walked up the stairs, a little slower than she used to, and opened the
door. "What the hell are you doing here?! Get out! Get out, or 1 will call
the police!"
James sat on the couch, dressed in a sports coat and tie. He got
up and walked towards her with his arms open. "Oh baby, I'm so glad
you're home. I missed you so much. Here, let's have a hug."
Casey jumped back, fear in her eyes, her heart racing. "Get out
of here. Don't come near me or I will scream. You better not lay a hand
on me." Casey found her courage and started walking towards James.
"You will never lay a hand on me again. I want you out of MY house
right now! You have no business here. I don't want you anymore."
James took a step back. He'd never seen her act like this.
"Casey, I'm sorry. I haven't slept a wink since you've been gone. I
wanted to go see you, but my Mom said I should give you some time. I
needed time too. I realized how much I loved you after I thought I had
lost you. We can have another baby. We can even get married. You
name the date."
"No way! You can't love anything, it's not in you to love. And
don't give me those puppy dog eyes, it won't work. Not anymore."
"I love you."
"No you don't."
"I want to marry you."
"I don't believe you."
"I want to make another baby. A little girl, just as beautiful as
you."
"You do?"
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Prisoner
by Tyson Hunter

You don't even see me. They never see me. You are sitting there
alone, unprotected and vulnerable. You're exactly what I'm looking for.
Damn you for being here alone and unprotected.
I watch you for a while from where you can't see me. It's always
so easy to hide here, at this train station. There are so many people
around that I can watch you for an hour if I want to. But I don't. I watch
you until I'm sure that you are alone. Good, you are. I wish that you
weren't.
You sit there in your nice clothes, on your way somewhere,
probably feeling a little nervous about being on your own. Don't worry.
I'll make you feel better.
7
I approach you and ask if anyone is sitting next to you. I already
know that there isn't anyone sitting next to you, but I do this to seem
polite. 11 obviously works because you say no, and you slide over on die
bench to make room for me. You look at me. You look straight into my
eyes. I know what you see. You see a man who looks like your father, or
maybe your uncle, with glasses and graying hair. I also know what you
don't see in my eyes, and that is exactly what I wish you did see. But
you don't.
I sit down next to you and smile. Please don't smile back. You
smile back. Why did you have to smile back? I ask you something easy
to answer, like how are you." Ah, yes, you are a little slow to respond.
You are obviously nervous that a complete stranger has approached you
and started talking to you. You answer quickly with a "fine." I see that I
will have to be extra nice this time.
I ask you where you are going. I already know where you are
going. The only train left is the one that leaves in thirty minutes to the
city. You tell the truth. I ask if you have ever been there before. You
have. You go on to tell me that you live there. You are returning from a
long trip in the country. I needed to know that. Why did you have to
tell me that?
I tell you that I have never been there, but that I am going there
for the first time. It is so easy to lie right now. I ask you about the city.
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Not because I want to know about the city, but because I want you to
trust me enough to talk to me.
You start with simple descriptions, but as 1 prove lhat I am eager
to lister to you, you begin to open up and tell me all sorts of things. You
tell me about the restaurants and the toy stores and the buildings. You
tell me about your favorite parks and your school. You have so much to
My! But I have to stop you because I don't have time to listen to it all.
We don't have time for it all. I change the subject a little and ask you
about your family. You have two brothers and a mom and a dad who
work very hard in the factories. You are so eager to tell me about them.
You go on and on about your brother's toys and your mom's cooking
and your dad's cigars. You are so happy to talk to someone. You were
so lonely. I already knew this, of course, that you were lonely. I chose
you, remember? Of course you don't remember. How could you
possibly know that I chose you?
I smile a little and begin to tell you a little about my family. 1 tell
you Brat 1 have two beautiful little daughters and a wife who loves me. 1
don't, really. Sure, I have a wife. But she thinks that I am a loser. I
know this because she says so every time I make love to her. Or I should
say every time I try.to make love to her. Of course, I don't tell you that.
You don't need to know that.
I tell you that I am a school teacher, and that I teach school at a
village not far from here. I am not a teacher, though. I work in a factory
like your parents. I hate my job. My boss thinks that I am incompetent.
I think that he is right. Butfor now, I am not very incompetent at all. I
tell you that I love children, and that I want to be a daddy someday.
f That might be true. Maybe I do want to be a daddy someday.
Oops, I already told you that I was a daddy. I have made a
mistake. 1 silently curse myself. Now you should know that 1 have lied
t to you. Good. You don't notice it, though. You smile at me, and swing
F your legs back and forth under the bench. I wish you were paying closer
attention.
We stop talking for a minute. I glance down at my watch. I still
I have twenty-six minutes. Damn, why do I have so much time? Why
‘ can't it be time for you to go?
I ask you if you are hungry. I hope you are hungry. You say
I that you are very hungry. Damn. I ask if you want to to go get some
E chocolate at the store down the road. I even tell you that I will pay for it.
1 Your eyes Ugh* up and you giggle with excitement. I hate myself.
L
You grab my hand as we walk out of foe train station. I have my
y
the other hand. I need my bag. We will both need my bag. We
F start to walk down foe street, and soon we are by foe woods. It is a very

small town, so no one saw us leave the train station. I wish people
would pay more attention.
You ask where we are going. I tell you that we are going to the
candy store, and that there is a short-cut through the woods. I am
hoping that you don't believe me. You do. They always do.
We walk into the woods, and it is starting to get darker. I know
you are scared because you grab my hand a little tighter. I begin to sing
a song. You smile and begin to sing along with me. You like me. I wish
that you hated me. I wish that you hated me like my wife and my boss,
and even I, myself, do.
We walk a little further. I let go of your hand and reach into my
bag. I hope that I can't find what I am looking for. I find it quickly. You
smile at me as we continue walking. I smile back, and try for one last
time to fight what it is that is driving me. I lose the fight, just like I lose
everything.
You don't even feel it. My knife stabs you three, four, five times.
You are already dead, though. You don't even get a chance to scream.
Your eyes look blankly into mine. A tear rolls down my cheek, and I
stab you again.

You don't even see me. They never see me. You are alone and
unprotected. You are exactly what I am looking for.
You sit there, alone, playing with a small coin. You flip it and
spin it over and over again. I don't watch you for very long.
I ask you about the coin and you eagerly tell me that it is an old
coin you found on the street. I ask you if you want to go put it on the
railroad tracks and compress it. Most boys do. I hope you are like most
boys, and you are. Damn.
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I'd choose to be a daisy,
If I might be a flower;
Closing my petals softly
At twilight’s quiet hour;
And waking in the morning,
When falls the early dew,
To welcome Heaven's bright sunshine,
And Heaven's bright tear-drops too.
-Anonymous
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